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- The City of Tampa· and"Hillsboroti"gh
Departments awarded .schohfrships to ind.i'vlduals .
wishing to become firefighter.s ..·Tho.s e· si.xteen . .
individuals have completed training-at LEiaryTephnical :.
-Center and graduated on June·__1_st. Each: ~ep~lrtmeiit· ,,:,::
sponsored eight of the recruits. Among the gradua.tes,
shown in the photograph ' fron:- left.: ~0 . right,· are·
Brandon Harrison, Fit~roy StePhens, and 'Anthon-y ·
Morejon . . (Photograph by. J.erry ·~ Brunso·fl).
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Central Avenue Remembered:

w

z
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~

_
W EDU Production Pays
Tribute To -._ocal Main Street
~
· For African-Americans
. On Thursday, June 14th,
WEDU
air an encore presentation of Central Avenue
Remembered, a 30-minute
WEDU documentary honoring
and · exploring AfricanAmerican histo11y in the
Tampa Bay area: Thi"s spellbinding documentary takes its
lead fro-m Tamp·a Po~t
Laureate James Tokley's,
poem of" the same name, and
paints a rich picture of
Tampa's past, depicting joy
and pain, struggles and sue- ·
cesses, and transports the
viewers to a time when the
music and sounds of an era
instilled an immense sense of
pride.
__
Central Avenue Remembered explores the history of
Central Avenue, once home .to
more than 100 Black-owned·
businesses and a bustling
• h ~ b d' . th
mg tcm Istnct at att:racted locals and visitors alike.
With juke joints, beauty parlors, corner markets and .
restaurants; it was tJ.!~· pulse o~
the co~unjty at a time when
4frican- ~me:nca~$ :.we.r~ /
openiy discrimin-ated against:It was to Ta~pa what Hadem
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name a few. Even Reverend
Martin Luther King, Jr.,
whose fiery speech in 1962
prompted bomb threats,
enlightehed and inspired residents of Central Avenue.
While a place that many recognized figures frequented, it
was the locals that were the
heart of this main street and
many of the most compelling
stories of this WEDU program
originate with them.
. , .The documentary, Central
Avenue Remembered,
JAMES TOKLEY
introduces viewers to descendants
and relatives of this
wa~ to New York; a center for
community,
such as Moses ·
African-American culture in
White,
who
ran
two popular ·
the first half of the 2oth centudiners
known
for
three hot
ry.
Central Avenue Remem- dogs for a quarter but also
bered explores a time in the . gave food to the needy; Clara
city's history that many still Frye, a nurse whci established
remember fondly. It was more a hospital for blacks in her
than a main .street; it was a home;
and Arthenia
destination and a viable place
Joyner, state senator and
for black businesses. During
its hey-day between 1930 _ daughter of Henry and Jean
1960, many important figures Joyner who ran the Cotton
appeared on Central Avenue· Club: Entertainers such as
Hank Ballard (co-creator of James · Brown ,
Ray
"T}\e Twis~), -B utterfly Ch_arles, Duke Ellington
M:c.Queen ("Gone With the · · and Count Basie a-Il ·
Wind") and Ray Charles to appeared at the club during
it's height of popularity. The
documentary also highlights

-

.

Central Park Residents
Express Concems At
Recent Community Meeting

The roughly 55 attendees were split into two groups so
everyone could express their ideas for the future of
Central Park Village. Jesse Wiles of EDAW, Inc. talks to
a group of residents at the June 7th meeting.
BY ANriONE DAVIS
Sentinel StaffWriter

no reason this area can't
· become Tampa's next vibrant
· community."
Residents and business
However, with all the
owners of Central Park had changes expected, · many
plenty of questions about the attendees were concerned that
area's future developments at current and former Central
a recent meeting. Roughly 55 Park residents won't be able
people showed up to a to afford living in the new area
Community Kick-Off & once · it's redeveloped.
Visioning Session on Central Business owners were also
Park, hosted by the City of . worried that their companies.
Tampa and EDAW; Inc.
would suffer due to the
Fredalyn Frasier and changes. ·
Donald Shockey of EDAW,
"It seems that a lot of the
Inc.,. the company that will ch~nges that are ~bout to take
redevela·p Central Park, place are things that won't
explained changes that are rea1ly be~efit ~he people who
expected to take place as part currently live and work here,"
of Central Park's redevelop- said Marvin Singleton, a
ment. These modific.ations former resident of Central
Willie
Robinson
who
was
I 1 _
the owner of the Jackson . include minimizing Nebraska ·.. Park Village.\"It's almost like
. '
Avenue from four lanes to the concerns of .the residents
House, a Black boarding·
two, establishing be~er means and business owners were an
.house which ·hosted hun~reds·
of transportation fnio·the area afterthought when they
of celebriti~s, spo~ts players
and
repairing the areas old should been approached
and visitors· passing through
plumbing, wirin'g and first."
.Tampa; in fact, Ella
drainage systems.
..
Representatives·--. from
Fitzgerald wrote her biggest .
"This area is 'ripe for rede- EDAW attest that the meeting
hit "A-Tisket-A-Tasket," in th~
velopment, and we want to Thursday and future meetings
•- Were You HurtY
front living room.
• Need Your Car FixedY
establish Bnkages between will serve as a forum for resi· In the sixties, Central
Central Park, Tampa Heights, de~ts to express things they
• Need A Good Doctor And • Need A Ride To The DoctorY
Downtown
Tampa, want in the redeveloped com-·
Avenue · began to undergo
., Someone Who Will Properly
Friendly and Courteous
.•,
Channelside
and
Ybor
City," munity.
.
change. The Civil Rights Act of
Staff Members
Document Your CaseY
Frasier.
"With
so
much
·said
Future
meetings
are
sched1964 opened up th'e white
development
taking
place
uled
for
early
August
and
late .
businesses to all races and
If You Answered YES To Any Of These
around <";entrai Park, there's Oc~ober.
Central Av~nue shopkeepers
Questions, Then You Need
To Call Me Now
.
went other places to conduct .
\ .. Having Be.e n in Several Accidents
business. A police shootirtg·in
'. 1967 sparked such ~mtrage ..'
Myself. I Kf'OW Just What To Po
that it eventually led to part. of
' To Get The Best Results For Vou"ll
.Central Avenue being burned
.,
.
and ultimately torn down. · .
Before You Sign Up With Anyone Else, Call Me. Mr Services Are FREE
And Can Ha!p K-p You From Making A CosHr Mistake!
The local WEDU production,
Central
Avenue
Rem·e.mbered, demonstrates
the warmth of the street's
descendants, and takes pride
in the ~ccomplishments and
enduring legacy of the relatives who helped shape the
neighborhood known · as
Central Avenue. With James
Tokley, LIVE in the WEDU
studios on Thursday; June
~
FL. 336~2.
f.§d'#~
·14th, _Central Avenue
~
.
· =/f.~#
........._.11111111 ·Remembered will be shown
- Must tM, 21 years of age~ have a credit card &
a valid driver's license, while we do your work.
during the station's pledge for
Minimum $1,500.00 Estimate. Pravlded By:
local support beginning at 8 ·
Th~ hiring o~ a lawyer is Nl imponant decl•lon and should not be b:IS<d solely upon advenisemcnts. llefore
you decuie. ask us tC"J'send ynu free written i.nfonnation nbout our qunlifications anct cx.pcrieucc. •
COREV•s CLASSIC PAINT ~ BODY pm.

HAVE "'QU BEEN·:
INJURED IN A

.

"r~

501 E. Kennedy Blvd. Suite 1225
· . Tampa,
·
Phone #: (813) 223-3900
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Bay Area Professor Wins
'#1 Dancing Dad' Contest
BY GWENDOLYN HAYES
Sentinel Editor
A Bay Area father was selected as the #1 Dancing Dad in a
dance contest Saturday at
Citrus Park Mall.
· · Dr. Craig Bythewood, a
professor of Finance and
Economics at Florida Southern
College in Lakeland, was one of
12 contestants (1 other AfricanAmerican) in Tampa who com. peted for Hallmark's "Daddy of
All Dance-Off." Tampa was one
of 8 cities across the country
where the dance contests were
being held. The event was
sponsored by Hallmark Cards,
Inc. in recognition of Father's
Day, Sunday, June 17th.
As Tampa's winner, Dr.
Bythewood received a 42"
LCD flat screen TV and qualified to win $5,000 via nation- .
wide online voting. Voting
began o n Monday and will
continue through 1 p. m.
on Thursday, June 14,
2007 on www.hallmark.com,
One vote is allowed per person.

DR. CRAIG BYTHEWOOD
The winner will be announced
on www.hallma.rk.com on
Friday, June 15th.
With a limited number of
songs to choose from , Dr.
Bythewood· selected MC
Hammer's 'U Can't Touch
This' that he moved and
grooved to. "That was the only
song with some bass to it," he
said. "The other was Barry
White, a rock piece and a

country piece."
Other winners came from
Charlotte, NC, Denver, CO,
Hartford, CN, Houston, TX,
Phoenix, AZ, Sacramento, CA
and St. Louis, MO.
A graduate of Howard
University, Bythewood said
he was the member of a break
dance group that called them- ·
selves, "The Fresh Force" while
a student at Howard. He has
always been known for his
dancing, but this was his first
official competition.
"As a matter of fact, it was the
wife of a good friend of mine
who called on Friday night to
tell me about the dance contest.
They thought I'd be perfect for
the competition. So, I was there
Saturday morning for the registration at 10 a. m. and the competition at 2 p. m.," he stated.
"I had no idea I'd be the winner."
Dr. Bythew oo d is the
divorced father of 3 daughters:
Mecca, 5 years ·alP,; Nilaja, 3
and Nielle, 2. He is the son of
Ms. Core n e Collin s.

Comme~cial

Developments
Proposed For East Tampa ·

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sent inel Staff Writ er
Uptown Realty Investment
and Cigar City Investment
Corporation have partnered to
bring a pair of commercial
developments to East Tampa.
. Uptown Realty owns property
at 2901 North 21st Street, and
Cigar City owns a 750-square
foot house at 2811 North 21st .
Street.
Uptown Realty plans to put a
2,400-square foot office building with eight parking spaces ·
on the vacant lot, and Cigar ·
City plans to convert a concrete
house currently at that location
into an office with two parking
spaces.
East Tampa Revita;1zation
Partner~hip Chairman Sam
Kinsey said both groups presented their plans to the partnership and they were
impressed and in favor of the
projects.
·'I think this is good for this
area. It has been depressed for
a long time. We think commercial businesses will turn out to
be :very beneficial to East .Tampa."
Mark Hamberg, vice president for both groups,
said
'>t.
.
although several partners are
involved in the projects, he
expects construction to begin
soon, and plans for both to be
up and running in the next 12
months.
"I'm very anxious to see more
commercial developments in
· the area. With all the new
home construction going-on in
East Tampa, I don't think
enough emphasis has been
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16-Year-Old
Missing Since
Saturday
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Ms. Cecelia Degree says
she wants her son to know that
he's loved by the family. She
wants to know if he's okay.
According to Ms. Degree,
Dori ckey G ivens , bette r
known as 'Rickey,' left home
Saturday morning about 11:30
a. m. going to the barber shop.
She was not sure which barber
shop he went to. She has not
seen or heard from him since.
This is the fi~st time he has not
DO RICKEY (RICKEY)
come home, which is very
GIVENS
unusual for him, she said of
her son.
does not have a cell phone.
Ms. Degree said she has
Anyone who sees or knows
checked with his friends and the whereabouts of Rick e y
has been riding throughout should contact the Runaway
their Ybor City neighborhood, ' unit with the Tampa Police
19th St. and 28th Ave., to no Dept. (813) 276-3561, his
avail. He is a student at Blake mother at (813) 389-5795 or
High School.
his
grandmother,
M s.
Ms. Degree said her son Ern estine. Givens (813) 766had been put on punishment 4852.
0
for the weekend, .but that had
The family attends New ~
happened earlier in the week.
Bright .and . Morning Star )>
Rickey was last seen wearing Church. Ri ckey has two cn
jean shorts , white tee-shirt, younger sisters, 9 and 12 years m
z
black shoes and a red hat. He old.
::!
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• CRIMINAL DEFENSE
• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• EMINENT DOMAIN

z,-4

NEW LOCATION .
320 W. Kennedy Blvd. • Suite 720

:J:

259-4444
Former Asst. Attorney General for Florida
Former Hilbhorough Count~· Prosecutor
The hiring-of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely upcin
adverti~ement~ Before you decicde, ask us to send you free written i.nfonnation about
our quaillications and experience.
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• CRIMINAL LAW
This concrete home will be converted into an office.
placed on developing commercial properties."
Hamburg said the 2,400square foot office building will
come with retail potential as
well.
Tampa City Council has

approved rezoning for both
properties from residential to
planned development. Since
both properties are within the
East Tampa CRA, they will
have to meet the communitv's
design guidelines.
·

221•1800
1467 Tampa Park Plaza
@ Nebraska Ave. & Scott St.
1111Hirii8DIIIJWJitlslniN..nlniDICisltn'IIIIIIIIIIM . . IIellaaliSIIofiUIIIftAllmllsaiiiii!S.BIItre
Ytl BeclliD,IU The IaWVer Te senll Yt1 Free IIIII
nlb11t Their G•lmcauens lnliEQertence.
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Ben Yahvveh Identifies 'The
World's Best Kept Secret'

Founders
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Moratorium On Property
Tax Increases Better
Than Cuts For Citizens!
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welcome the Florida Legislature, which
be:ltlnts a two-week special session on property
tt?!r:t!tt?ta
today. The result of such session-nonetoo-soon, especially for certain property owners, will
be a love-hate proposition. We do not envy our legislators, because we know they will be unable to make
every property owner happy.
Here's why. Facing cuts to life saving and public safety services, each of Florida's counties ·and cities is
poised to make decisions that will reduce staffing and
services to citizens. This may include a reduction in
law enforcement services, fire and rescue services,
delay in street and roadway improvements as well as a
reduction in parks and recreation services, to name
only a few dilemmas yet to come. Consequently, our
question becomes, "ARE THE TAX CUTS WORTH THE
IMPENDING LOSSES?" If we cut off the left arm to
save the right arm, have we indeed saved ourselves? .
Furthermore, we do not believe the small group of
homeowners and other property owners ever envisioned losing or reducing services that coUld possibly
save lives when they lobbied lawmakers to raise property taxes off their backs. Indeed, a more sensible
approach would have been to lobby for a moratorium
on tax increases, thereby giving the state, cities and
counties time to weigh the impact of such cuts.
However, we also note that part of our legislators'
responsibilities is to educate the citizens of this state
as to how best to represent our concerns. .
Unfortunately, citizen's e~ucation seems to be an
alien idea to most of our political representatives.
Therefore, the Sentinel suggests that state legislators
place a moratorium on all property increases. Such
action would at least allow cities and counties time and
funding to determine how to gradually engineer
changes in staffing and services with the_least drastic
impact to citizens and sorely needed services.
Moreover, to our readers, we encourage you to call
your legislative representatives. Urge them to freeze
rather than cut property taxes. For surely, your lives
as well as their lives may very well depend on the outcome of these next two weeks in Tallahassee, especially if proposed cuts include the slow-down of 911 for
inedical or police emergencies. ·
What do you mean it couldn't happen here? Readers,
wake up. These are surely the times that try our souls!

Leaders .Take Action
Against Genocide
In Sudanl
wonders never cease? Therefore, we were
surprised to learn that Gov. Charlie
"1:1'
signed legislation that would divest state
w employee pension funds from investments in compaCJ nies doing business with Iran's energy-related compa~ nies and with Sudari. Joining a growing list of states,

[Yahweh])."
You can verify this in II
late Yahweh Ben King 9:25 (also in the Book
identified a of Job 12:12-14 and Daniel
collection of Bible 7:22), "Whose garment was
Scriptures surrounding the white as snow, and the hair of
color of Jesus. And while such his head like the pure wool."
scriptures have always been
Now, reach up and feel your
there, the Christian world has
notably chosen to ignore own head, or look at the nappy
them. Do we have to ask the heads of our people, and you
have to admit that we are the
question why?
Yahweh writes, "The first only people on the earth who
description of God Almighty ... have hair like pure wool.
The second scripture that
can be found in Daniel,
backs
up that God is Black,
Chapter 7, Verse 9, "I
beheld 'til the thrones were and is named Yahweh is
cast down, and the ancient of found in the Book of
days did sit." (The Ancient of Revelations 1:13-14, "And
Days is God Almighty in the midst of the seven can(Series)

dlesticks one like unto the Son
of Man, clothed with a garment down to the foot, and
girt about the paps with a
golden -girdle. His head and
His hair were white like wool,
as white as snow and.His eyes
were a flame of fire." Verse
15 absolutely makes it clear
beyond all shadows of doubt,
"... and His feet like u·nto fine
bmss, as if they burned in a
furnace." If His feet are Black,
then we know the rest of His
body had to be Black, for He
also had nappy hair as we saw
in verse 14.
For more_ proof, Revelations 2:18 is offered.

My Point Of.View
, By Iris Holton _··

Where She Needs To Be-.
.

.

.fter spending a night
:cryin:g in her secluded
: ail cell, Paris Hilton
was placed on house arrest.
The heir apparent to the
Hilton Hotel chain had been
sentenced to 45 days in jail for
violating the cond~tions of her
probation . .
Her legal prpblems started
last September after police
saw her Mercedes Benz weaving down a street in Los
Angeles. She failed a sobriety
test an-d was charged with driving under the influence.
When she appeared before
Superior Court Judge
Michael T. Sauer, she was
sentenced to 36 months probation, ordered to take alcohol
education classes, and fined
$1,500. This was a fair sen-

tence for the crime.
thought her celebrity status
Hilton attended an awards placed her above the law.
show the day she was to report
For once the majority of the
to jail. Then, she threw a tem- court feels that she is getting
per-tantrum. Sheriff Lee ·what she deserves. It's about
Baca had her released and · time that someorie sends the
placed on house arrest. And message that because a person
she thought it was all over.
is famous she can't do anyBut Judge Sauer wasn't thing she wants and continue
impressed and ordered her to get away with it.
back to jail to serve her senNo one rejoices about going
tence. And that is just as he to jail, but Hilton acted liked
should have done. She had a spoiled brat instead of a 26already violated the terms of year-old woman. Maybe she
her probation by getting · will realize that she could have
caught twice driving on a sus- hurt or killed someone by dri-·
pended li~ense.
ving a car irresponsibly. At
Judge Sauer should be any rate, the Paris Hilton
commended for his actions. Saga will continue from
Hilton was given the oppor- behind bars.
tunity to remain a free person,
And just maybe, a responsibut she continued to get ble adult will emerge when the
caught. It seemed as if she time comes.

counties, cities, colleges and universities that had already initiated action to divest
funds from Sudan, the State of Florida became the first state to divest such funds
from both Iran as well as Sudan. We note that these actions support our Black
brothers and sisters in the Darfur region of Sudan, which for decades has been both
embattled and genocidal.
.
Having written several previous editorials about the genocide of Black Africa.ns
(yes, we said "Black" Africans), we note .that the inclusion of Iran takes economic
sanctions a step further. Meanwhile, last month, Pres. Bush announced increased
enforcement of economic sanctions against more than 100 Sudanese companies
along with sanctioning of Sudan's Pres. Omar Hassan and other top officials. Other
Bush-imposed measures were also designed to end the mass murders of Black
Africans by rogue militias in the Darfur region.
Indeed, we applaud Pres. Bush, Gov. Charlie Crist, and Florida State Sen. Ted
Deutch (Boca Raton) for taking a solid stand against genocide in Sudan. ·However,
we continue to await action by Florida's state and private colleges and universities
to divest their pension (private colleges).and endowment funds from Sudan, as
once they .reluctantly did against an apartheid South Africa. To our state's institutions of higher learning, our message is clear, WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
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The So.le,.Man Speaks · 1.

By RANDOLPH KINSEY.

Things Not To
Talk About!
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Property Tax Relief Or Propaganda?

· ·•• ·.• ·•· • f you called your local situation, nobody is really many property owners have
· · i state legislator and sure how to solve this prob- either sold their homes, lost
• / .· .• f you're at a cocktail passed after all because of
· · ·• didn't get an answer, lem with so many propqsals their homes or are thinking
·. • · • .party and you should faulty scoring! (Could it be
that is because they aren't floating around. There is no about selling their homes
• ••· ... ·• • meet
Hillsborough that the scorers themselves
even in town. They are in general consensus, and it is because of the skyscraping
School
Superintendent had problems passing the
Tallahassee spending our tax appropriate to wonder if we tax charges.
MaryEllen Elia, Tampa FCAT?) Well, you've been
dollars in order to provide will get property tax relief or
Mayor Pam Iorio or Bank of warned!
These people will not ,be saproperty tax relief. Property propaganda?
America Vice President
And let's say you're at a fish
. tisfied with anything the legtax cuts are what citizens all
R9xanne Amoroso, here fry. "Paint Your Heart Out
A lot of people are so fius- islature.. does: short of real
over this 'state are screaming . trated over their property t~ :· and true property tax relief.
are several . things you Tampa," or .something of the
.· ! •
·
,
for.
shouldn't want to talk about.
sort ... . and you happen to see
bill until they have a great
Legislato_rs are in a bind.
Citizens say their property deal of hope that the legisla- While property. owners are
THE CHOICE PROGRAM is Her · Honor, Mayor . Pam
taxes have doubled, and in tors will provide them some applying pressure on them to
a no-no! For goodness sakes, Iorio, PO-LEEEEEZE, do not
some cases tripled. One thing relief. It is highly possible cut property taxes, local govdo not bring it up in go over there and ask her.how
Superintendent MaryEllen in the world the City is going
that property owners are in that voters will remember ernments are reminding them
Elia's presence or in the pre- to survive, if it has to sacrifice
agreement on, and that is what legislators did about that such cuts will cause seriproperty taxes have skyrock- their pleas for property tax ous budget cuts that will
sence
of
any
other a $30 million budget cut! She
eted beyond their ability to relief than any other things . affect their ability to provide
Hillsborough County School will look at you with a look
pay.
Board member. It will cause that would have made the late
that they may do between services to their citizens.
great consternation and Tony Soprano squeal like a
Legislators have heard the now and election time.
Is there a happy medium? Is
citizen's cries, and have called
gnashing of teeth on their cornered mouse, as you look
At the risk of sounding there a solution that both
· part, rather than to admit that into the depths of her cona special session to deal with melodramatic, I will venture property owners and local
this dilemma. The question to say that the political · governments can live with?
Hillsborough County Schools stant smile and realize you do
is: Will citizens get property careers -·o f many will depend Legislators need to come out
are currently looking down not want to know what she's
tax relief or a bunch of propa- on what comes out of this of-Tallahassee, and this spethe same shotgun barrel being thinking about you at that
ganda?
aimed at Pi·nellas County particular moment! And by
special session.
cial session with some "yes"
While legislators have
Schools. On the shotgun shells the way: Do not ask the Mayor
That statement is not a answers to these questions.
· are the words, "A RETURN how in the world the City is
tossed around several propos- scare tactic. It is just a matter Propagan<;la only certainly
TO RACIAL SEGREGATION!" going to build a multi-million
als for dealing with this tax of fact. From what I hear, won't ~ork.
Furthermore, ifyou!d like to dollar art" museum, with a
have a good time at that cock- multi-tnillion dollar -budget
tail party, PLEASE do not cut! Nor should you ask her
mention anything · about why the City of Tampa is
· SCHOOL BUSES! For pity about to create its own TRANsakes, do notlet it be known SIT DEPARTMENT when
that you have problems with HART is its next-door neighyour children having to walk bor. For as her assistant will
almost a mile - through a readily tell you, "NOBODY
wilderness of increased sexual LIKES GUYS WH 0 TALK
predators, reckless SUVs and TOO MUCH!"
o one in America truly · all slaves are free. This became popular;-and subsea city which is the lightning
And finally, should you ever
wants to talk ab-out involves an absolute equality of quently, synonymous with
capital of the world - to catch have the chance to meet the ·•·•·~~·•·•·•·•·•~~•·•·:· ·•·:·• racism. If it weren't rights and rights of property Juneteenth celebrations such
buses, which have developed a . unflappable, irrepressible,
true, race relations would be ·between former masters and as strawberry soda-pop. More
more about interaction than slaves, and the connection traditional and just as popular
bad habit of leaving students "go-off-in-a-minute" Bank of
the poor demonstration. we've heretofore existing between· was the barbecuing, through
even though they see them America Vice President
come to display. Some will them becomes that between which Juneteel).th participants
running to get on ·board! Oh, Roxanne, "All-of-that-and-aargue
that not..since an airplane employer and free laborer."' .
if you value your skins, please bag-of-chips'; Amoroso, if
could share in the spirit and
crashed through the Twin
don't mention that one! And
The above declarative state- aromas that their ancestors-the
1
Towers in New' York City had ment is known in American newly emancipated African
don't talk about F-CAT! FCAT, you va ue your nose, PLEASE
America been so unified. history annals as General Order Americans, would have experiFCAT, FCAT! Everybody , DO_ No: ask her why ~entral
Others will debate that the Iraq
knows it doesn't work, and it . Park Vdla_ge, when It g~ts
war has affected camaraderie Number Three. "Dating back . ·.enced during their ceremonies:
was
.only
a
Bush remade, wrll .look inor,e. hke
in this country so much so until to 1865, it was on June 19th . Hence, the barbecue pit is oft_en
Administration ploy to make Wall-Street than a park or any
not tying "a yellow "ribbon that the Union soldiers, led by established as.the center of
more money for unseen seers other place where human
'round the old oak tree" has Major General Gordon attention at Juneteenth celewho couldn't pass their own families might want to live
become one national sjrnbol of Granger, landed at Galveston, brations/' National Registry.
tests if they were offered a forever!
disloyalty. Yet, an astronomi.- Texas with news that the war . While we're "dippin' and dabmillion dollars. So, PLEASE
Trust me. I'm just trying to
cal number of us are steadfast had ended and that the bin.'" in race relations-check '
. PLEASE, PLEASE do not keep you out of'trouble! So, if
in our opinion that "ain't noth- · enslaved were now free." At . this out! "1he origin of'the
bother poor Superintendent . you see these people, and you
the family reunion, ever con- . term 'picnic\ derive's fro~, the
in' changed."
Elia with questions about . . ask those questions, DON'T
"'The people of Texas ~are sidered that Uncle Johnnie is acts of lynching African
•
. why certain students who BLAME ME when you get
informed that in accordance
an alcoholic because his great- Americans . . The word "picnic!'
·- · ·
passed the FCAT last year, wh~t you've alwaY.s got. A . with a Prodaination from the grandfather's father's father
· Executive of'the United Stat~s, · might have had to flee from his is rooted from the whole theme
·
have been found not to have HEADACHE!
home in the dark of night and of ' Pick A Nigger.' This is
the only way to get any rest at where individua~s would· 'pic' a·
all was under the influence of · Black' person to lynch and
strong drink? . No, he wasn't make this into a family gather-~
trying to get drunk-he was only ing. There w(n~ld be music and
trying to "take the edge off." · a "picnic" ('Nic'), being the
But, in the midst of all of that, -white acr9ny~ for 'nigger.'
he
learned that there was a ·Whoever said a little bit of his:
.I
Name:
bounty
on his head and the tory wasn't good for the barbe·I
way
to forget "was under cue, huh?.
·
only
Mailing Address:
I
the influence of strong drink." . Where are ' all of m~; party
----------~---------State:__Zip:_·.--'----- · Thus, began what most histori- people at because all we need is
.I~~----~~~~~~~~~ City: .
. ans, theologians and sociolo- a reason, y'all! Let's celebrate
' . I.
gists will surmise as the begin. . ' ·
.
ning of a generational curse.
. _,honor, tradat10_n. and tearmg
I .. . ~ail Or Bring Payment To:
"A range of activities were down generat10~al curses.
1 2207E.21stAve., Tampa,FL33605
Check~ne
provided to entertain the mass- Throw anothe~ on the bar-bee
. :~··~ney~. ·c~~C~Onlyt :- .-· · 6Months-$44 - . 1 Year~S87 .1 es, many of which continue in this ·Juneteepth, and let's cele_tradition today ... certain foods brate. Peace Be Unto You.
'
.
--~----------------------------~---~

This Juneteenth!
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Attends Mother's 80th
Birthday Celebration
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The sky is the limit, if you
look high you'll see I'll be in
it. It's your summer, boy do
your thing.

Berm, blessed to see another year.
From, your family.

Carla Miller, right, with her fiance, Gerald Gant at her mother's 8oth birthday celebration in· Qui~cy at the Gadsden
Historical Society.
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When the 80th birthday - youngest of Mrs. Miller's 3
celebration was held recently children. Carla has a BS
in Gadsden County (Quincy) degree from USF and a ___.,
for community activist Master's degree in Labor
Queen Miller, the name · Relations/Public Policy from
and photograph ofone of her the University of Amherst.
daughters was inadvertently -She was a CEO of
omitted.
Continental Steel Co. uri
Carla Miller _is the they closed in April.

uThe Voice of Our Community
Speaking for_Itself,_

til:

·call£ (813} 248-1921
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Failing G..ades? _Low
Test Sc:o
.
. ..es?
Being Held Back?
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Be Motivated 1 se .c:()r:rfide!lt! Be Succe,ssfull
•• .a _part of ~h• fun •nci. excitement.••

SUMMER CAMP

MIKAILA TURK
Happy birthday to ·a very
special young-lady who will
be 10, June 13.
· Love, Mommy, K. T. and
Brian.

$10 Gets your Honor Roll
student's photo in the paper on
- Friday, June 29; 2007 ·

Deaaline: weanesaay.. June 20 • 3 P.M_.- ·

r-------------------·- Chil~'s Name - - - - - - - : - - - - - - School _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

: Parents - - -- -- - -- - -- - - - - '
Granparents - - -- - -- - - - - - -

~- Honor Roll, High Honor Roll,

$1111f.F'111111 11.1117*
PLUS · F~E:E: TUTO~t"N6t ·

.A_$ 1 8

•' 0 _0
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For more Information call:

.

~

Learning fs F~rEvH Educational Services. LLC . ,

451·1934 967-3656

-

.
Principal's Honor Roll, Citizenship

Hobbies - - ----'--- - - - - - - - - , - - -- Church--------------~
Phone# ~---~~--~------(Not For Publication)
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YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD AGENT

•

Program Expands ToHelp More Students
Throughout County

•
•

•

•

BY ANTIONE DAVIS
Sentinel Staff Writer

•

More Hillsborough County
schools will be included in an
educational program aimed
at helping low-income students attend college.
- The Hillsborough County
School Boar.d renewed their
contract with the Center for
Advancement Via Individual
Determination
(AVID)
Program on June 5th. The,
original 2004 agreement
between AVID and the school
board was limited to only
Plant City' High School,
Marshall Middle and Tomlin
· JASON MIMS
Middle School.
Director, MIMS Institute
The new $207,910 contract
will include seven 'high
One of the goals for the
schools (Blake, East Bay, AVID program is .to close the
King,
Lennard,
Leto, FCAT achievement gap by 10
Middleton and Plant Ci.ty), percentage points, and
and 13 middJe schools . increase the number ofpoten(Eisenhower, · Ferrell, tial first-generation college
Franklin, Gre~o, Jennings, students and graduates. The
Marshall, Memorial, Pierce, program is expected to begin
Shields , Sligh, Stewart, in the participating schools
during the upcoming school .
Tomlin and Webb). · ·
"The 21st century provides year.
academically prepared young
Mims believes that in order .
people from urban zip codes for the program to· truly be
exceptional· opportunities to successful, the local commu- _
. pursue studies at America's nity must get involved.
top universiti~s," said Jason
"We plan to share informa. Mims, Director of the MIMS tion with faith-based minInstitute, a local non-profit istries located nearest to
aimed at helping minority . where AVID Program particistudents attend college. "The· · pants live,'' said Mims.
MIMS Institute will gather "Support by faith-based mininformation about AVID pro- istries may·help the targeted
gram participants whO' live in students in these areas to
zip code 33610."
dreal? big."

FLORIDA

CORPORATION
• <

s999s
FORM YOUR

~~~wt'Mr.~~

COMPLETE & INCLUDES: State Filing Fees,
Company Seal & Book, Articles of Incorporation or
Organization, Company Minutes, Corp. By Laws or
LLC Regulations, Stock/Membership Certificate,
Preliminary Name Search, Attorney's Fee

Corp7r~ti on;·~iso i mmedi ately available WfTax

1.0.# Also Sub S Corps., Non-Profit Corps., Limited
Partnerships, LLCs, DBAs, Trademarks, Business
Sales/Purchases, and Offshore Corps .. '07, '06, '05,
'04, '03, '02, '01 , '00, '99 & '98 Corporations also
available for immediate delivery.

www.a m e ri l a wye~c om

(813) 871 -5400

(800) 658-5900

TA MPA

TOlL

•
•

RANSOME PETERMAN JR.
"MAKING IT HAPPEN!"
BY BRINGING BUYERS & SELLERS OF REAL
PROPERTY TOGETHER!

•

813-454~3173

•

"THO.Mps
c£or:

O_;y

•

ned

3824 W. SLIGH AVE. TAMPA, FL. 33614

1sT. TIME HOME BUYER
SPECIALIST
REAL ESTATE
CONSULTANT
AFFORI>ABLE HOUSING
COMMITTEE
GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE
FAIR HOUSING
COMMITTEE-VICE CHAIR
TRAINER/MENTOR FOR
NEW AGENTS.
ASSOCIATES DEGREE IN
MARKETING.
BACHELORS DEGREE IN
BUSINESS
OVER 20 YRS. BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT
EXPERIENCE . '. · . ·
TOP AGENT 2005, 2006 &
RUNNING ;=EXPERIENCE!
PARTNERING & WORKING
CLOSELY WITH V ARlO US
HOUSING COUNSELING &
DOWN PAYMENT ·
ASSISTANCE ENTITIES
THRU OUT TAMPA.

$139,900.00
3 BDRM.1 BATH BUNGALOW
996 sq. ft. .
COMPLETELY REMODELED .
.

!

Bring your swing for the front porch or
., chill'.out- oh the rear porch.·
Corner lot.

.813-454:3173
3015 E. CAYUGA
$159,900.00
BRAND NEW..., .
3BDRM./2 BATH/ lCAR GARAGE'"

1150 sq. ft. ·
.
IMME,:>IATE OCCUPANCY .
813-454-3173 -

. ·:
4012 E. MOHAWK
$179,900.00 ;
. ·3bdrm./2 bath/ l car garage
. 1153 sq. ,ft. · ·

. AVAILABLE NOW!
.
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·. Roof ove:r patio in rear.
, Vaulted Ceilings

.813-454-3173
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'3411 N. 47th st.
. $179,900.00 ..
BRAND NEW- 2007·
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
3 bedrooms 2 baths 1 car garage.

Call ToiJ.Free 866-R-LOCK.ETr (756-2Sll) or Visit Our Website bnhllltdc.opycdc.org: (Begiooingjuly l, 2007)

C.. '

c

V_aulted ceilings . ,.

FRE~

~t: Smlim.Ttmportirily bting htld@ AMC-14 Tbtatrr Wtstsbort Plaza MaU, Tampa Florida
'What: Morning Glory Smlim ·
.
Wbtn: S11nday's ~ginning]1111t J, 200708:11am• 6 JO:JSam
Why: It's Timt........
(tiMing tht 8:111m stri« only)

c
~~

3702 E. McBERRY

Spaogol & Utrera . P.A. • l awyers, 3&23 Wnt

'"""'5""'"" E·tlllnlllttrJruodl,tg Voting Applintion/Slips, Umbrtlla StMm, Rnum'C'.M Valtt Strvim•
Coffet &Jukts•, 0Jni!h~ Frtt.C.omplimrnlll')' Nr~>>lpJptr •
• Provocatii'C: Rth.un & Rrvtrent MmJ~ts JnJ ~linistrirs
•lntmctivc: ~rmon Nott sliMs, Vilftos, l'r.U~c: & Wonhi?, c:tc...
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Other New Homes
""
Available! .

For More-Info
, t

(813)

·call:
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LOCAL

16 Fire Scholarship
~ecipients Graduate

Ministry Answers Call
To City's Homeless

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel Staff Writer
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Last year, the City of
Tampa and Hillsborough
County Fire Rescue joined
forces and provided scholarships for the young men and
women. Earlier this month,
sixteen of those candidates
graduated during a ceremony
held at Leary Technical on
June 1st.
Shown from left to right: Tampa Fire Chief Dennis Jones, Ms.
. .There were eight graduates Paul1;1 Clark, Principal of Leary Technical Center, Fitzroy
who will be employed at each Stephens, Brandon Harrison, Anthony Morejon, and Ms.
department. Each department Nancy Couch, Division Chief, Hillsborough County Fire Rescue.
also lost two candidates dur- (Photo by Jerry Brunson).
ing the training.
The scholarship recipients
Ross was one of the top Easterling; Kyle Henry,
completed a twelve-we~k high school prospects in the ·and Anthony Morejon.
training
program
as country. Ross was the leadTampa Fire Chief Dennis
Emergency
Medical ing rusher in Hillsborough Jones said, "Through this
Technicians (EMT). They County and was voted program we wanted to make a
were then required to com- Hillsborough County Player fire service career move availplete a twelve-week training of the Year in both his junior ·able to a diverse population.
program required to become and senior high school years.
At this graduation we look
firefighters.
Applicants who successfully · forward to celebrating the
Those successfully complet- completing the program and accomplishments of the schol~
ing the program and who will . who will become firefighters arship recipients with the
become firefighters for the for the Hillsborough County community along with their
City of Tampa are: Lonnie Fire
Department
are: families and friends."
Boles, III, , Keoni L. · Brandon Harrison, Kyle
' . Hillsborough County Fire Garrido,
Ms.
Latrel Henry, Bennett Johnson,
Goodson, ·Cory Hazel~ Ricardo · Levy, · Ms. Chief Bill Nesmith said,
baker, Jaisen Randolp4, Stephanie Sher;m.ack, _Ms. "This talented group of young
Hector Rivera, and Lydell Jennifer Stanley, Fitzroy men ..an~ ·. women are the
ROss. ·
·
Stephens, and· Clinton future leaders of our .fire resMs. Goodson was the only Walker.
· ~
cue services." - African American female
S~ephens is a native of
Other officials w~o addressamong. the city's applicants: Great Britain and · ·M s. ed the graduatmg class
Lydell Ross, a Tampa Shermack served as th~ · included Ms. Paula Clark,
native, graduated from Class Representative during ~rincipal ofLeary'Adult Tech, '
Gaither High School and the gi~duation ceremony.
· and Ms.
Pat
Bean,
e~rned a scholarship to Ohio ·
Others graduating from the . Hillsborough
County ·
State.
, EMT program were Joseph Administrator.
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BLICAL LUNCH

· Featuring the "66" Books of the Bible

Saturdaj, June 16, 2007 • 11:30 ·A. M.
Hilton Hotel Bayfront
331 First Street • St. Petersburg

Donna Potts (second from left, front) is shown with some of
the homeless people who gathered at the "Gift Of Hope~ event.

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer

·Ministry reached out-to by ·'<-!'\
offering food · and spiritual
guidance to · those who need
On May 22, 2007, hun ~ it 'the ·most through their
dreds of Tampa'.s homeless "Gift_OfHope" .event.
people gathered at the
Ministry Fol.lnder Donna
Gaslight' Park, downtown, as · Potts said she · was · very
Hope For Life Worth Living- pleas~d with the turnout and
~~~~~------------~--~~~~~~
. she expects to do the same
thing in St. Petersburg.
"These people are ignored
.
.
by everything or seen as peo- .
pie to avoid. No one is willing to just reach out to·them
. and show them some love.
Sometimes, that's all they're
asking for. Just for someone
.
to show they care."
S everal area ministries
came in support of Hope For
Life, . including
Love
Conquers All Ministry of St.
Petersburg, and members of
the Homeless Coalition of
Tampa .
Potts credits her association with ·D eeper . Life _
Ministries in the past for
allowing her the opportunity
... DR. DORIS
ELDER MICHELLE
B. PAITY
COPELAND
to help others.
·
Ke)'J!ote Speaker Mistress Qf Ceremony
. "Deeper Life did so much
to h elp.me, and taught me
how important it is for all of
· us to help each other. I owe
them lot of gratitude.
.
"The· primary objective of '
this miJ;tistry is to not just
feed the homeless, but teach
the m how tO. feed . themselves_: Helping_them beG"ome ·
self-sufficient is the best gift
you can give them."
. Potts said more than 200
email: blessedhope3415@verizon.net
homeless. people.came to the
event at the park.
·

·BLESSED HOPE BIBLE COLLEGE

a

Sponsored By

THE WIST COAST COIIFERIJICI WOMEN'S MISSIONARY
SOCIITY_OF THE AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
OF THI ELIVJIIITH EPISCOPAL DISTRICT
I

co

w

~

BISHOP MCKINLEY YOUNG, Resident Bishop Of The Eleventh
Episcop~~I_Distrid Of The A.M.E. Church

, Please Come And Be Trem~dously Bl~ssedl ·.
webs~te: ~~~~e(ssf~)h~~~~~~~~~llege.org
~ 1~~----~--~~~~~~~~==~====~~~~--~~------~~~----------------_J
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Mortgage Burning Service
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Beulah Baptist ~~~titutional Church held a morigage
burning service to burn the mortgage on the A. Leon Lowry
Center. (Photos by Julia Jackson)
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Machele Maner, Vice President for Wachovia Bank,
the 'paid in· full' mortgage· papers to . the
- church. In the rear is organist, Mason Westbrooks. ·
prese~ts
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Left to right, Bobby Felder, Reginald- Davis, Cornell
..
Scott, and Michael Wright.
·
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Mother and daughter,
Ruth Harper and Sandra
Davis attended the mortgage burning service at
Beulah Baptist Church.

Junior Usher.
Board
Is Havinl!

. MRS. GLORIA
PHILMORE

A Fundraisin2 Pro2ram

Trust-ees Ch ~ryl
Bryant,
Clement
Brooks and Deacon
Carl Thompson show
·their· pleasure at the
. burning of the mortgage papers of the A. Leon Lowry Center.
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3005 EAST ELUCOTT STREET, TAMPA FLORIDA 33610
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June 12-14 2007 .
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·The New &Exciting
Allen Temple AME .Church
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Rev ·w. J. Cook
Pastor

Rev. .J. Mllfer
E vangelist.
I

Come&joinus as Rev Miller of C1iicag~,lll .
takes us'tqaanother level
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________. . . ;. . .;. ___. . . .;___

7 PM Each Night •
a.;;....--~---;__
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Summer
'Revival
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Dedicated Ones

EverYone Is Invited
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. ·fRIDAY
JUNE .15. 2007
7:30 P. M.
Also On
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Theme: "The last SaYinl!
Of Jesus On The Cross"·
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21 01 N. Lowe Street • Tampa, F-lorida
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REV. DR. T : W . J ENKINS, PASTOR ,

..

CELEBRATING ALL FATHERS!
COME ' AND JOIN OUR NEW HOPE FAMILY
.

SUNDAY, JUNE 17, 2007 -

' DR. ANN FAVORITE
F irst Lady Of Be ulah
Baptist

FOR WORSHIP AT 7:45 AND 10:55 A.l\1.
·

~-

Special Guest:

m

Mr. Ronald Brookins, CHAPS, Inc.
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COGIC Women Attend Convelition·ln Orlando
Hundreds of women were in Orlando last week attending
the Church of God in Christ 57th Annual Women's
Convention. (Photographs by Streets and Streets
Photography, Da~a Bright)

Mother Louise Patterson,
wife of the late Bishop Gilbert
- Patterson, Bishop of the
Church of God in Christ,
attended the convention.
Bishop Patterson passed
away a few months ago. .
Bishop Charles E. Blake,
Sr., Interim Bishop ·of the
Church of God in Christ,
spoke to the women ~t the
Women's Convention in
Orlando.

Steve Marshall of Brown
Memorial COGIC directs the
· - International Ch~ir.

MARITZA KNIGHT
International District
Missionary

Mother Veronica Streets,
George Streets and Mother
Judy Akins of Palm River
Church of God in Christ
· attended the Women's
Convention.
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Bishop Matthew Williams,
Bishop of the Southwestern
Jurisdiction, COGIC and ·
Pastor of Brown Memorial
• COGIC, attended the convention. ·
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Over 2o,ooo attended services each night in Orlando, during
the Women's Convention
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From members ofthe ·
100 Bl~ck Men .·
. of Tampa Bay, Inc~·,
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LOCAL
_ Supporters of presidential candidate.Sen. Barack Obama will be able to attend two me~tings ·next week in either Tampa or St. Petersburg as the "Tampa
Bay 0-Train hosts its regularly scheduled meetings.
The first meeting is set for 6:30p.m. Wednesday, June 13 in St. Petersburg at the Globe Cafe, 532 First Ave. N. For information contact Gena Keebler at
727.501.6501 or RSVP at BarackObama.com.
:·
·
.
The Tampa meeting will be held at 6·p.m. Thursday, June 14 at historic Marti Maceo, 1226 E. 7th Ave, in Ybor City. Doors open at 5:30p.m. Foi: information call, 813.417.6971 or RSVP at www.BarackObaroa.com.
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· · Urilimit~d access to Wachovia '
-;, I

.· No monthly s·ervice fee
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Two Barack Obama Meetings Set N•xt Week
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Brovvard Elementary Students
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.., Treated To 'Rising Star Banquet'
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Students who made significant change during the school year at Broward Elementary School were
recognized shortly before school closed. They were recognized at a banquet and received trophies for
their improvements. (Photographs by Charles John)
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10-Year-Old Is
Crovvned .Junior
Miss Wesley Chapel

1-

Dennis and April Moore
with their son, Rossono
Borders.

CHANNELL HERTZA

Grt;tco Middle School ·
Send Off Banquet
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·The G;eco Middle .School Send Off Banquet f~r sth graders as
they prepare to enter high school was held on May 10tli and nth.
<t Eighth grade teacher, Mrs. Angela Scott, said the students are
to tackle the next level. (Photographs by Charles John) I
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Briel Wilson, 10 years old,
was crowned Junior Miss
Wesley Chapel last' month during the Miss Wesley Chapel

· Markeba Jones and
Kristopher: Walker at the
sth grade Send Off
Banquet.

:J

~

Miss Junior Wesley Chapel, Briel Wilson, second from
right, as part of the Queen's- Court: with from left, Tiny .._,
7
Miss Wesley Chapel, Helyn Dunn; Teen Miss Wesley _
Chapel, Lauren Perez; Miss Wesley Chapel, Nicole Salce; . '.
and Little Miss Wesley Chapel, Sierra Nicole. Perez.
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LET ZAP CAP SYSTEMS®
TAKE A STAND AGAINST
POWER SU.RGES.
I

•.

Tampa Electric's Zap Cap Systems
surge protection can help protect .
your sensitive electronic appliances ·
from damaging power surges with a
double line of def~nse for your home . .
Learn more and sign up at
tampaelectric.comlsurgeprotection
or call toll-free 1-877-SURGE-22
(1-877-787-4322).

~,

Certain limited warranties and restrictions apply.
See our Web page for more details.
.. ~.-.
Zap Cap Systems is also availa_ble for your business.
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UFE RUNS ON ENERGY..
1-877-SURGE-22 (1-an-787-4322)
·
· tampaelectric.com
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TAMPA ELECTRIC

Pageant. The event was held at
the _Wesley Chapel Performing
Arts Center.
Briel is a student' at Wesley .
-Chapel Elementary School. Her
parents are Marcel and
Connie Tranquille. Briel
was required to demonstrate
poise and presentation in both
casual wear as well .a~ evening
gown. Her delivery was outstanding.
Briel was chosen by a distin- ·
guished and diverse panel of
judges. · .
.
This is the 7th 'year for the ·
pageant, sponsored by the
Wesley Chapel Chamber of
Commerce..
Briel shared the 'Queen 1s
_Court with: Tiny Miss Wesley
.Chapel, Helyn Dunn; Teen
Miss~Wesley Chapel, Lauren
Perez, Miss Wesley Chapel,
Nicole Salce; and Little Miss
Wesley Chapel, ~ierra Perez. ·
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PICTUR;ES FROM THE PAST
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Among those attending the Ebony Fashion Fair were Eric Lee .
.. and Gail Hadley.
·
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z-.;:.1 Guests attending.a bimquet at Holiday Inn C:::CO~al·,we~:·.Jda Viverette, Rose Clark, Donnell-Mazion; Gloria Henry, Eartha I.ewis, Donald Lew:is;!imd Carolyn-Heilcy~·
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:.\~. ~ding~ event at Peace Progressive Primitive Baptl~t C~urch were: (front row) Naomi Evans, &lla Bu~ughs, Margaret Addison, Betti~ Grant,' and Brownie .
:· Mae Harbin. Back row: Doris Anderson, Ellen Duhart, Sarah Hyman, Martha Darrigo, and Lolly J. Allderson.
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SPORTSIDE
WITH RANDY
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Bucs Decide
On Garcial·

Buc~aneer fans have been and let it happen when the
asking and wondering who time comes.
would be the starting quarterback for the . Tampa Bay
SoLong! .
Buccaneers. Well, those fans · Been Good To Know You!
So long, it has been good to
now have their answer, I
think! At last glance, Coach know you! That is what the
Jon Gruden had decided Miami Dolphins have said to
Dante
that newly-acquired Jeff quarterback
Garcia is the man.
·
Culpepper. The Dolphins .
Garcia did an excellent job knew that Culpepper was
last season · with the . recovering from a serious
Philadelphia Eagles, and he knee injury. They rushed him
~ will probably do a good job back into action before he had
C with the .Bucs. But is he bet- re.covered.
~ ter for the Bucs than Chris
Dante performed like a
Q Simms? Would some presea- quarterback who was not
Z son competition between ready to play. The Dolphins
C:C Garcia and Simms make brought in Trent Green, a
~ · both of them better quarter~ journeyman, and immediately
·c . backs?.
.
_.
told a now ·healthy Dante:
· Maybe the next.time some- See you! They aren't going to
::» body asks Gruden about the give him a chance to compete,
1- · quarterbacks, he will say that a chance to show-that he is
_~ .i s what is g~ing to happen, .the best quarterback for ·the
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team. But like they say, this
is just business-.
The Champ Is A Lady
Saturday passed the last leg
of horse racing when the
Triple Crown was run. It .was
a seven horse, mile-and-a-half
race at- Belmont Stakes. The
race featured a run to the
wire down the stretch. Two
horses went across the finish
line first and second, separated by a head.
. The winner was Rags To
Riches, the only female horse
in the race. Rags To Riches
beat Curlin the winner of the
Preakness. The win marked
the first win by a fiHy in the
Belmont in 102 years. Listen
up guys in the Belmont, the
champ is a lady.
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Former · NFL quarterback .
recent press conference .
Sh a un King is the newest
"There's no law·that says you
addition to ~ t he Hamilt on
can't have two really good
. ..I
Tiger-Cats
of'the
Can
adian
·
.
·,
~
quarterbacks
on the same ·
::::»
·
team. I'm excited and he's
m .Football League (CFL). .
...:. King signed with the Tigerexcited. I think by pushing
w Cats on May 30th, and hopes
each other we're going to
z to help them· improve after
make·
the offense better and
·..·· ~~
disappointing· 4-14 2006 sea-·
make the team better."
s_on. · The St. Peters burg
·King, 30, mos~ rec~ntly
~l native
will be com peting.
played for the Arena Football
.I§ . against five oth er potential
. L.eagu~'s (AFL) Las Vegas
· SHAUN KING
Gladiators, completing 122 of
- ~ starting qual'terba~ks,. includ·o · ing J.P. Bekasiall. ·
... recently signed with the 228 passes for 1,627 yards: ·
Hamilton Tiger-Cats' of the However, King asked to be.
LL.· · "Both of us ate very good
quarterbacks. We're going' to Canadian Football League.
released after startiqg six
g·o out and _work hard. I'm
games : Overall, King has .
going to,help him, he is going to help me," said King at a completed 415 passes for
,·
· 4,566 yards and 27 touch. dowm; in 34 career games.
; . .,
The 30-year-old quarterback
spent five seasons with the
T A MPA BA Y BUCCA NEERS
·. Tampa Bay Buccaneers, and
. · also h~d · stints .with the ,
Arizona Cardinals, Detroit .
· Sept. 9_
@ Seattle Seahawks
·4:15p.m.
Lions arid Indianapolis Colts. '
Sept.16
"Shaun has played well at
New Orleans ·saints "
1:00 p.m. • '
a very high level," said TigerSept. 23 · . . . ,..,. . St. Louis Rams ·
1:00 p.m.
Cats general manager
Sept. 30 · @ Carolina Pa.nthers ' ·· 4:05p.m.
Marcel
Desjardins. "His
· Oct. 7
·: 4:05p.m.
' @ Indianapolis ~olts
savvy, poise and leadership '
·. 6ct.14·. ~ · Tennessee Titans
. 1:00 p.m.
will be welcome characterisOct.'21 ·
@ Detroit Lions
1:00 p.m.
tics to this team and his addiOct. 28 .
tion is another significant
·4:05p.m.
Jacksonville Jaguars
step in adding quality depth
, Nov. 4
· Arizona Cardinals
· · 1:oo p.m.
·and a new dimension· to the
.
t·
BYE WEEK
I
quarterback position."
Nov.l8
.The Tiger-Cats preseason
@
Atlanta
Falcons
.
·
p~m.
1:00
'
will start on Thursday,_June
,Nov. 25
Washington Redskins
. 1:00 p.m. ·
14th, against Winnipeg.
Dec.2
@ New Orleans Saints
1:00 p.m.
,
Reporter I Writer Antione
De~. 9
@ Houston Tex~ns
1:00 p.m.
Davis can.. be reached at
Dec.l6 ·
Atlanta Falcons
. ~:00 p.m.
(813) 248-1921. He can also
Dec. 23
@ San Francisco 49ers
8:15p.m.
·be reached at adavis@jlsen' Dec. 30
tinel.com.
Carolina .Panthers
1:00 p.m.
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Shin Splints Slow
Bonds' Chase
Barry Bonds was expected
to pass Han k Aaron's career
homerun record some time
this month. From all indications, that is not going to happen. Bonds' chase of the
record has slowed as Barry is
.sidelined by shin splints.
Nobody is certain when
Barry will break,the record.
Shucks, no' one is certain
when Bar'r y , Bonds will
resume the chase.

~·,QB· King ·Sigtls With
~- ~17L's Tiger-Cats
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It is our pleasure to have Jaquila grace: out
pages as t~i s wee "'~ - Bea uty Un ii'mited
·Feature. This _young lady is quickiy ~ecoming
a fan favorite based on -repeated phone calls
. for. her return. Jaquila says t hat ·she loves
·mO:deling, dancing, writ ing, traveling and
shopping. Her id~al man must be good-looking, hon~t, have a great sen~e ·of hu~or and
know $ how . to have--- a•· · great- time.
Congratulations to Jaq.ulla on being this .
. week's Beauty Unlimited Feature.

_, .

2007-2008 Football Season
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BROTHER'S
RAPHICS -

1248 E. Hillsborough Suite#206
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Levvis Hamilton·
Speeds Into History
British-born Lewis
Hamilton on Sunday
became the first black driver
to earn a victory in Formula
One racing with his first win
at the Canadian Grand Prix.
"I'm just having a fantastic
day," said the 22-year-old
from
Stevenage,
Hertfordshire, England .
''This is history."
Hamilton started off at
the pole position and never
lost the lead during the 70lap race on ·c;ircuit Gilles
Villeneuve's 2.71-mile road
course. His Mercedes
McLaren was only challenged by BMW Sauber's
Nick Heidbfeld, who was
on Hamilton all day without ever catching him.
.
Hamilton finished ahead ·
of Heidfeld by 4.3 seconds
to capture his sixth consecutive top-three finish.
"It's been a fantastic season already," Hamilton
said. "We've had six podiums
and I've been ready for quite

LEWIS HAMILTON

some time for the win - it's
just been a matter of when
and where. The team gave
me the best car and I had no
problems during the -race at
all." ··
After crossing the finish
line, ·Hamilton climbed out
of his silver and red ride,
threw his arms in the air
and jumped across a barrier
to dive into the midst of his
crew, hugging every~ne in
sight. ·
'

.Johnson Beats Horse·
In Run For Charity
CINCINNATI-- Chad
J .ohn_s on· got a he.~d start:
· without having to jump off. -side; and beat his coverage to .
the goal line again.
The Cincinnati ~engals
-wide receiver was waiting at
the finish line .when Restore
the Roar arrived at the end of
·his one-eighth-mile gallop.
·That's right: Johnson raced
a horse Saturday and easily
won; .
..
Johnson was spotted a
._100-meter lead - roughly
'about half. the distance the
horse had to cover in the race
~:j for charity. And when it was
·. ~ .over, Johnson, as usual, was
-- anything but humble. He
··. ~ sounded ready to take on box~

Ginn Persists
Despite
Criticism

DAVIE -- Daunte
Culpepper says his dream
has turned into a nightmare.
"I adjusted my deal so that
it would be best for the
Dolphins because I wanted
to be here that bad,"
Culpepper said in a statement Saturday. "Part of my
frustration is that I now
have to let go of a dream
that has become a nightmare."
DAUNTE CULPEPPER
Culpepper, who serves as
his own agent, is allowed to
use the Dolphins training legal depa:rt~ent is reviewDAVIE -- More than a
.
facilities but is not allowed · ing the situation.
month after the NFL draft.
Cameron- said negotiato practice with the team.
Ted Ginn Jr. can still hear
Miami is looking to trade tions could continue into
the boos.
him as opposed to granting . training camp.
The No. 9 draft pick from
"That's cool, but I came to
his release.
·
Ohio State practiced in his
the
realization that right
"The good news is that it is .
first minicamp with the
now
all that I am going to do
not a distraction to our
Miami Dolphins on Friday,
is
come
here, _work out and
team," said Dolphins coach
fielding punts and catching
·run,
continue
to get mysel(
Cam Cameron.
passes but also proving he's
as
healthy
as
I can, and · in
Culpepper left about an
healthy - and, perhaps,
the
best
·physical
shape I
hour into Friday's practice
worth his lofty draft spot.
Culpepper
said.
can,"
after he was told· he _w ould
His selection by the ·
After being trade.d to
not be allowed to participate
Dolphins created by fB;r the
Miami
in March of 2006,
in team drills during a team
biggest draft buzz ·on draft
Culpepper
restructured his
meeting.
day at the team's headquar10-year,
$102
miliion con"What happened yesterday
ters. Most fa~s there
tract
·
he
signed
with
in the team meeting and on
thought he wasn't worth the
Minnes'ota
in
2003.
He
the field was unfair to both
pick, and. that Notre Dame
received
a
$7
million
sigirlng
me and my teammates," said
quarterback Brady , Quinn
DolphinS last
bonus with
Culpepper.
was.
. ,
year
and"
iS
owed
$5.5 million
Culpepper stated · the
DolJ?hins fans even boo~d
this
up
...
co~~g
season.
·NFL Pfayers Ass~ciation ..
coach Cam Cameron on
draft day when
emerged
to make the announcement.
"I have to stay away from
that," Ginn said . ."I just
have to live my life."
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Ex·ASU Star ·Wade
· Found Guilty Of ·
Second-Degree Mur~_er

-

_ Wi~rdsSay

. ·, CHAD JOHNSON

ing, basketball and NASCAR.
"Floyd Mayweather,
you're next," Johnson said.
"I want to fight you. I'd like to
take Kobe and LeBron oneon-one. Jeff Gordon, we can
take a couple laps .... Now it's
my time to take over the race
world."

f~

Culpepper Barred From
Dolphins Practices

Dozen Roses .SPecial

.,

..-

PHOENIX -- Former
They Expect
Arizona State' running back ·
Arenas To Opt Loren Wade was convicted
of second-degree
Out Of Contract Thursday
murder in t.he slaying of
another ex-Sun Devils foot- ,
ball player. •
,.
The 23-year-old Wade was
·on trial for first--degree murder hi the death of Brandon
Falkn~r, who was shot outside a Scottsdale·· nightclub
on March 26, 2005.
.
Prosecutors · claimed
Loren Wade faces a ma'\':iFalkner ·w~s shot because '
mU:m
of 22 years in prison·
Wade saw him talking to his
when
he's
s"e ntenced•. · .. ·
girlfriend. Falkner was 25.
: ...
Wade faces a maximum of
GILBERT ARENAS '·
22 years in prison when he's · sentenced .. No ·sentencing
·date was im~ediately
WASHINGTON -- The
like to be compensated : announced Thursday.
.
Washington Wizards are
accordingly," Wizards presi- , . Wade, a tailback from L'os
committed to · ke.eping
dent of basketball operations . Angeles, set school fres~
Gilbert Arenas on. the team,
Ernie Grunfeld said in a · man rushing record in 2003,
even after the All-Star guard · statement.. .
.
. but played only thre~ games
. said he planned to opt out of
"Gilbert has made a signifi-·, in 2004 before he .was sushis contract . . : ·
cant impact with his exploits
on the court and ·a sincere pen~ed for the season for
Arenas told The Wash·i;tgconnection with our fans and receiving iniproper benefits
'ton Post and The Washington
our community because of his involving an overdue . utility
Times that he will get out of
the six-year, $65 ·million con-· compassion and generosity. bill. He had returned to the
. tracth_e signed 'in'_ 200R.and
Gilbert has said that" his · team and was participating
become a free agent.
intention is to.· remain with in spring practice at the time
"As a three-time All-Star
our organization and we are of the shooting. .and one of the league's . best
committed to having him
. Falkner was ,a. defensiw
players, we understand why
spend his entire career as a bltck for .t he Sun Devils fro.m
a -playe(of his stature would
Washington Wizard."
1999-2001. · ·. ·
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Lon!! Stem rsocmJ
Assorted Or Solid Colors
One Dozen

$50.00

Call 813 241-0200 To UPdate
Or Remove Your Address
www.~borlslan~flowers.com

ElcPires Jan. 31. 2008
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ENTERTAINMENT
The Game Pleads
Not Guilty In
LA Fight

Akon Threvv Fan
From NY Stage
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FISHKILL, NY -- Police
are looking into a clash
between Akon and a concertgoer that ended with the R&B
star tossing the teen off the
stage and onto another spectator who said she suffered a
concussion.
Audience members said the
trouble started when a spectator lobbed something at
Akon during a concert
Sunday at Dutchess Stadium
and the 34-year-old singer
· asked the crowd to point out
the culprit. A security guard
picked out a 15-year-old and
sent him up to the stage,
where Akon hoisted him onto
his shoulders and flung him
back into the audience, The
Poughkeepsie Journal report- ·
ed Thursday.
The boy landed on Abby
Rosa, who told the newspaper she quickly felt a
headache and blurry vision
and was later diagnosed with
a concussion. She said she
has hired a lawyer and spoke
to Fishkill police about the
incident, and that she wants
an apology from Akon.
Fishkill Police Detective Lt.
John Berlingieri said no
criminal charges had been
filed against Akon. And the
singer's attorney, Benjamin
Brafman, released a statement saying there was no

THE GAME
AKON

basis for criminal charges.
But Berlingieri said police
want to talk to the teen,
whose name has not been
released. A Fishkill town official told the newspaper the
boy was not hurt and left the
stadium after declining medical treatment.
Sunday's scuffie wasn't the
first concert controversy for
the platinum-selling Akon.
Earlier this year, the singer
did a sexually.explicit onstage
dance with a girl from the
audience who was later
revealed to be 14.
Akon apologized and said
he didn't know the girl was
underage, saying the April 12
concert in Trinidad was supposed to have been restricted
to fans 18 and older.
·
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LOS ANGELES - - The
Game pleaded not guilty
Thursday to punching and
threatening to shoot a man
during a pickup basketball
game in South Los Angeles.
The 27~year- old rapper,
whose real name is Jayceon
Terrell Taylor, entered the
pleas in Superior Court. He
is charged with three felony
. counts of making a criminal
threat, possessing a firearm
in a school zone and exhibiting a firearm in the presence
of an officer.
Taylor, who remained free
on $50,000 bail , faces more
than five years in state
prison if conVicted.
Prosecutors contend that
during a Feb. 24 pickup basketball game , Taylor
punched an opposing player,
then pulled a gun from his
red Cadillac Escalade and
threatened to shoot him.
His att orney , Shawn
Chapman Holley, did not
immediately return a message seeking comment.

Washington Out
Of 'Grey's Anatomy'
LOS ANGELES - Isaiah
Washington has lost his job
on the hit ABC medical
drama "Grey's Anatomy," five
months after creating a furor
with his use of an anti-gay
slur.
Washington's contract
option was not renewed for
next season, series producer
ABC Television Studios said
Thursday.
·
"I'm mad as hell and I'm
not 'going to take it" anymore," Washin~on said in
a
statement released
ISAIAH WASHINGTON
through his publicist,
-•Howard Bragman, without
elaboration.
who publicly denounced
He drew fire, after using Washington, were among
the anti-gay epithet back- his most vocal critics.
stage at the Golden Globe
"This i.s something that
Awards in January while will have changed the scope
denying he'd used it previ- of his life," Heigl told
ously on the set against cast Entertainment Weekly last
mate T.R. Knight.
month . Washington was
Gay rights groups and cast "sorry and embarrassed" for
member Katherine Heigl, the mistake, she said.

Five Years After Kid
Porn Charges, Kelly
DQubles Pleasure
LOS ANGELES .- . Nearly
five years to the day since he
was indicted on a slew of
child pornography charges
stemming from a well circulated sex tape, the R&B hitmaker has scored his latest
number one album, Double
Up.
For the week ended
Sunday, the album sold
386,000 copies, per Nielsen
SoundScan.
· The new disc has spawned
two current radio singles,
the Usher collaboration
"Same Girl" and "I'm a Flirt
(Remix), " and also features
Kelly's Virginia Tech .trib-

THETAMPAALUMNICHAPT
OF
ALPHA PSI FRATERNITY INC

of the "60s", '"70s_" & "80s"
/

When:
Where:

Saturday, June 16, 2007
Tampa Letter Carrier's Hall
3003 Cypress·Street
Time:
. 9:00 PM- I :oo·AM
BYOB&FOOD
Donation: $10.00 in Advance/$15.00 at the Door

Dinner Served at 8 p. m.

Door_Prizes for the best "60s", ."70s" & "80s" Outfits

TAMPA CO~VENTION
CENTER
333 S. Franklin St. * Tampa

.Mus~c By: Floyd Joy

Gentlemen: Black/White Tuxedo
Ladies: Black/White Formal Gowns ·

--

AU proettds to bentjil Sicllt Ct/1 Progr11nu
CD

.,..

Donations are Tax-deductible

w
:~

Tick~t Outlet: Sickle Cell Office - 3402 N. 22•d ST- 247-5999

a.;

Saturday, June 16,2007
7 p.m.

$60 Per Person

R.KELLY

· ute, "Rise Up. " Aside from
Usher, Double Up has contributions from Kid Rock,
·Nelly, · Ludacris and
Keyshia Cole.
·
This is Kelly's fifth solo'
number one album ·and second in a row. His previous
chart-topper, 2005's TP~3:
Reloaded, sold an even more
impressive 491,000 first- ·
week. copies, though that
album. ·- ben~fited from
lfMJ~~i~J>r~dldly . popular
J1Wap"J!e'll ~ irt · the. Close.t"
series, which was parodied
on the classic Tom Cruise
. episode of South Park.
.
It was on June 5, 2002 that
a grand jury in Cook County,
Illinois, indicted Kelly on 21
counts of child · pornography
for allegedly videotaping
himself having sex with an
underage girl. I.n the itl.terveni'ng years he's released
seven albums·· and still no
trial date has been set.
With .Double Up on top,
Maroon 5's It Won'i Be Soon
Before Long and Linkin

Park's Minutes to Midnight

For More Information Or Tickets:
Rhonnie Williams (813) 545-8761 Or
Onyema Ezeanya (850) 528-4413

each dropped a spot; to two
and three, resj>ectively.
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MEMORIAMS

Com·m unity Beach Clean-up
Scheduled for July 5

LATANZA WILLIAMS' .
STATEN ;.
Sunrise: 8-5-:1.970
Sunset: 6-12-2004
Three years have passed,
yet the pain still feels like
three seconds ago when God
called you home. So, stay sitting at the right. hand of our
Father, while He makes thine
enemies the footstool.
Love, your better halves:
Morna , Ne-Ne, Cat, Pissy, .
Pebbles, Me-Me, Che-Che ,
Twan ;
Quan,
Tavaris,
Emanuel, Shanicee and Miss
Zy'ion.

-

FREDERICK
'GROVER' STEVENS
5/28/31- 6/12/04
Our memories help to ease
the grief and loss we feel.
Because your love remains
eternal, deep and real.
Your
Family.
,

AIKENS
FUNERAL HOME
Mrs. Lucille Brown, Tampa.
Florida

CHARLOW
FUNERAL HOME
Mrs. Odessa Hanna Gibbs,
701 N. Wilder Rd., Plant City.
Mrs. Sylvia Martin, 4906
South 87th Street, Progress
Village.

EVERETT· DERR
&ANDERSON
FUNERAL HOME
Mr. Isaac Gant, 8219
Klondyke Street.

MORNING GLORY
'F"NERAL CHAPEL

JAMES HUNTER, JR.
Gone, but not forgotten.
ForeVer in our hearts. We
love and miss you more each
day.
.
Love, your family.

Mr. Dontreal Brook, Tampa.
Mrs. Ida Dell Dority, 624 N.
W. 3rd Street, Webster.
Mrs. Kathryn Fryer, 906
'Celery Avenue, Sanford.
. Mrs. Berlin Holden, 202 N.
· Fremont, #5.
Mr. Alfred Thomas, 11201 N.
22nd Street.

RAY WILLIAMS
FUNERAL HOME

F uneral H o m e
John W . Hnrmon. L.ED.

I<"REEQUOTES
Owncr/MUIHI!!Cf
5002 N . 40th St.

626-8600

The public is invited ·to cele- National Clean Beaches Week
brate their independence from and encouraging residents to
litter by joining the City of get involved help keep our
Tampa Parks and Recreation beaches clean and healthy.
Department and the Mayor's Thousands visit Tampa's
Beatification Program for beaches on the Fourth of July
beach clean-up projects at Ben and tons of trash is left behind.
T. Davis .Beach and Picnic Volunteers and city staff will be
Island Beach on Thursday, July picking up trash and litter,
5 from 8:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. returning the beaches to their
Volunteers can register by call- normal beauty. Gloves, trash
ing the Mayor's. Beautification . bags and water will be provided.
Program at 221-8733.
Ma yor Iorio has pro.Clean Beaches Week i n
claimed the week of June 29 - Tampa is designed to recognize
July 5, 2007 as Clean Beaches the environmental and recreWeek in Tampa coinciding with ational value of our beaches.

, M·r . David Jones, 1001 W.
Arch Street.
Ms. Kennethia Keenan;
Tampa.
·
.
, Mr ~ James Simpson, St.
Petersburg. " ·
Mrs. Lillie Storr, Tampa.
Mr. Robert Sumbry, Atlanta,
GA.

STONE'S MEMORIAL
FUNERAL HOME
Mr . Domingo Martinez,
Ta:'"pa.

WILSON
FUNERAL HOME
Mrs. Bertlia Lee Oates,
2920 E ...2oth Avenue.

in funeral serv1ces lor over 70 years

Ray Williams Funeral Home
Rhodes & Northam, Ownera
301 N. Howard Avenue • Tampa. FL 33806

Ph: (813) 253·341 9
Fax: (813) 251-491 2 Email. raywms ® ip>et

.REST HAVEN
MEMORIAL PARK
" A Community Pride"
4615 E. Hanna• Tampa33610

Spaces • Monuments • Markers .
.DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

626- 2332

m

......

During this· week, beachgoers ,!')
are asked to 1) leave no trace at 1\l
the beach, 2) walk one mile on
the beach, 3) enjoy one healthy -:--~
seafood meal, and 4) swim,
surf, boat responsively.
To volunteer, call the
M~yor's
Beautification
Program at 221-8733. For more
information on programs and
s.ervices available through the
City of Tampa Parks and
Recreation Department at 813274-8615 or visit our web site
at www.tampagov.net/parksan-

g

~ ·

Fema.Provides.Nearly
$3.2 Million To Protect
Tampa General Hospital

"T1

r
0

Grant to fund improvements designed to preserve medical care following a hurricane.

Mitigation Council found that teet buildings that house one of
every dollar spent on mitiga- the most critical public ser-.
tion can save as much as four vices," said Craig Fugate, direcdollars in response and recov- tor of the Florida Division of
ery costs.
Emergency Management. "The
During the·2004 hurricanes, State of Florida and FEMA
ORLANDO, Fla. - The U. S.
Department of Homeland wind-driven rain leaked remain committed to making
Se-c urity's Federal Emergency through the roof and windows sure medical services can be
Management Agency (FEMA) sending water into patient delivered following a disaster."
announced Monday a nearly rooms and treatment areas.
· Following the 2004 and
$3.2 million grant for Tampa High Winds also blew a door off 2005 hurricanes, FEMA s·et
General Hospital. The grant to of its hinges, according to the aside more than $s23 million
the state will fund building hospital. The storm shutters in HMGP funds for eligfble
improvements aimed at pre- and roof improvements are organizations in Florida. FEMA
venting the loss of critical med- intended to reduce the occur- received more than 8oo HMGP
ical services following a hurri~ renee of similar damage in the applications statewide for the
cane or other disaster.
future. ·
2004 season~ Applications for
"Tampa General is grateful the 2005 season· are in the
The $3,159.488 FEMA grant
will pay for 75 percent of the to FEMA for recognizing the . state/FEMA review and
cost to add storm shutters as importance of keeping the approval stages.
well as roof and door strength- region's only Level 1 trauma
FEMA coordinates the federening to 10 buildings. The center operational during a al government's role in preparimprovements allow the build- · major storm," said Ron ing for, preventing, mitigating
ings to meet stringent building Hytoff, president and CEO of the effects of, responding to,
standards , such as those Tampa General Hospital. "We and recovering from all domesrequired in Miami-Dade also thank Hillsborough tic disasters, whether natural
County.
County and the State of Florida or man-made, including acts of
1
"Hospitals need to be. pro- for their invaluable assistance terror. .
tected so they can quickly get on our behalf."
.The State Emergency
Funds for the hospital wind Response Team (SERT) is a
back up to full speed following
a hurricane, " said Scott R. retrofit project were provided collaboration of Florida's state
Morris, director of FEMA's under
FEMA's
Hazard agencies led'by the state coorFlorida Long-Term Recovery. Mitigation Grant Program dinating officer. SERT's mis"FEMA's investment will help (HMGP). The program, man- · sion is to ensure that Florida is
accomplish that, while improv- aged by the state, is designed to . prepared to respond to emering safety and saving money for support projects that will pre- · gencies, recover from them,
all in the long run."
vent injury, loss of life, and/or and mitigate .their impacts .
An independent study by the property damage during future Visit www.floridadisaster.org
National Institute of Building disasters.
for the latest information on
Science's
Multihazard
"This project will help pro- the hurricane relief efforts.
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Appeal Blocks Release
In Teen Sex Case
ATLANTA, Georgia -- A
judge on Monday threw out
the 10-year sentence against
a 21-year-old for a consensual
sex encounter he_ had as a
teenager. But the state attorney general quickly filed a
notice of appeal, keeping
Genarlow Wilson in prison
for the time being.
The prosecutor's move
brought an abrupt halt to the.
jubilation Wilson's mother,
Juanessa Bennett, and his
attorney, B.J. Bernstein,
were feeling, and the plans
they were · making for
Bennett to be reunited with
her son.
"It is extremely, extremely
disturbing that the attorney
general would take this
action now," Bernstein said,
adding that she did not know
what message "he's trying to
f!end" or "who he's representing."
In a written statement,
Georgia Attorney General
Thurbert Baker said he
filed the appeal to resolve
"clearly erroneous. legal
issues," saying that while the
judge did have the authority
to grant habeas relief, he did
not have the authority "to
reduce or modify the judgment of the trial court."
Separately, Baker noted
t~at Douglas County recently
had offered a plea deal "that
would . · have · allowed
Genarlow Wilson to plead
to First Offender Treatment,
which would ·mean that" he
would not have criminal
record -nor would he be sub-

Civil Rights
Leader Charged
with Incest

ject to registering on the
sex offender
registry once
his sentence
had
been
completed."
"The plea
deal,
if ' - - - - - - - 1
accepted by
.Genarlow
WILSON
Wilson's
lawyers, could also result in
Genarlow Wilson receiving
a sentence substantially
shorter than the 10-year
mandatory minimum sentence for which he was originally sentenced, possibly
leading to his release based
upon time already served," ·
Baker wrote.
·
"Genarlow Wilson, through his attorneys, rejected all
of those offers. The district
attorney's office has indicated
that the plea offer will rem'a in
available to Genarlow
Wilson notwithstanding the
appeals process," according to
Baker's statement.
Wilson has drawn support .
from throughout the country,
including the editorial board
of the New York Times and
former President Jimmy
Carter.
When he was 17 years ~ld,
he had a consensual sexual
encounter with a 15-year-old
girl, which .was consensually
videotaped.
Georgia-law at the time
maqe such an action a felony
punishable by 10 years in
prison and. listing on the sex
offender registry.

REV. JAMES L. BEVEL

CRIME NEWS

=

Trio Sought On
Robbery Charges
Tampa Police are investigating the robbery of a man
Friday night in the area of
113th Avenue and Hyacinth
Avenue.
Police said a man was
walking home from the bank·
on 113th Avenue when 3
Black males appr~ached him
from behind, and allegedly
struck him with their fists . .
The victi"m fell to the
grouJ?.d and the 3 suspects

kicked him with their feet
before reaching into his
. pockets and taking his
money and cellular phone.
The suspects fled and the
victim suffered minor brU:is-;.
es in the incident. The suspects were described as appearing to be' ·
between 17 and 20-years-old,
5'9" to 6 feet tall, with medium builds.

LEESBURG, VA -- A
civil rights leader who
worked closely with the
Reverend Marth) Luther
King Junior was arrested
in Alabama and charged in
Virginia with incest. .
Authorities said 70-yearCLEARWATER
old Reverend James L.
Clearwater
Police detective~
Bevel was arrested late last
have
arrested
and charged a
month in Eutaw, Alabama,
man
in
the stabbing
Georgia
~
after being indicted by a
c
death
of
a
woman
Sunday. ·
Loudoun County, Virginia
Renee.McKinnes,
25, was
LL
grand jury on one count of
found
in
her
apartment
.C
unlawfully committing forz
Sunday morning by a relanication.
c(
tive. The relative immediateIn Leesburg, Virginia,
ly
called police who deter~
Police spokesman Lieutc
mined
she had been stabbed ,
C/)
enant Jeff Dube says the
w
and
some
kind of cheffiicals
indictment followed a com:::::» ·
her body.·
poured
over
tplaint
to
police
in
During
the
investigation,
. September of 2005.
~
police
learned
that John
w
· According to ·the indictJOHN LEE HAMPTON.
Lee
Hampton,
who
arrived
>
ment, the crime occurred
w
between October 14th of in Clearwater recently from
c
w
1992, and October 14th of . Georgia, had been staying ·said he was in McKinnes'
::z::
with relatives in the area. house when she, awoke and
1994, when the accuser was
0
confronted him. There was a
Po~ice arrested him during
::;
13 to 17 years old.
m
dispute
and at_some point,
their
investigation
on
a
w~r
· Virginia has no statute of
:::::»
he
stabbed
her in the neck.·
rant
out
of
Georgia
for
kida.
limitations for felonies.
He
also
told
-detectives he
He
had
been
internapping.
z
A bond hearing is set for ·
p~ured
several
chemica_ls
viewed by detectives earlier
June 14th. ·
her
body
to
aliegedly
over
in McK~nnes' murder.
.J
Bevel has been credited
- 9241 N. 56th St, Tampa, FL
, .J
hide
evidence
that
a crime
Detectives learned
with playing a key role in
:::::» M-F 8:30A.M. • 5:30 P. M. • Saturday 9 A.M•• 1 P. M.
had
taken
place.
.
Hampton
had
been
introm
some of the country's major
(8~3) 985-0033 · ·Fax: (813) 988-8980 ·
".!I
McKinnes lived in. the
duced
to
McKinnesby
a
. civil rights protests.
Low Rates Friendly Atmosphere
, zw
He organized the 1963 friend. Hampton was one of . apartment with her three
Children's Crusade in · several people gathered at · children, ages 3, 4, and 6.
het:_ apartment Saturday They were in the care of a
You~rc A-OK \Vith Cs
Birmingham and was · a
w
C/)
.
night. At som~ point, relative Sunday night.
leader of the· Freedom Rides
DUI Friendly~
Hampton
is
being
held
.Hampton
left,
but
returned
to desegregate public accom~
without
bond
on
the
a
charge
sometime
after
midnight.
Hardship License,
modat!ons throughout -the
Detectives said Hampton of murder.
Suspended License,
South in the early 1960s.•
LL
He also was an architect of
.State Filing SR-22
the March on Washington in
Owners and Non Owners
1963 and the Selma-toMontgomery march in
Lowest Rates In Town
Alabama in ·1965.· And he'.
\l"TO l'iSl R \'iCE .~:; C0:\1\IERCI.\L ALTO
helped organize the Million ,
Man March in Washington
in 1995.
· If convicted of the incest
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Arrest Made In Clearwater
Woman's Murder
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Speaking for Itself"

813) ~48-1921

SALE PRICES COOD
LIMIT -~ WITH THIS AD ONLY!!

Our Comntunity
CJ

Keys Made

L~tex Fl~t White Paint ~......... $·5.99gal.
011 Outs1de White Paint ......... $11.99 gal.
Roller P_
an Set .................... ~ .... $2.49 ea.
· . .-~ •...•..••.•...
· 99¢ ea.
3 .. Brushes
_
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- _ ~ 241-2301.or 247-3719

charge, Bevel could face up
to 20 years in prison.
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The Rehabber's Superstore will
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title company will clear the title
then schedule a Closing date. At the
ciosing you will pick up your check!
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CRIME NEWS

Victitn Of Drive-By
Shooting, Critical
But Stable

13--Year-Oid
Charged With
f~:obbery

m
c

CJ)

Third Suspect In
Middleton Shooti~g
. Surrenders

~~

c..

c
z
m
~

1\)

Tampa Police charged a 131\)
year-old with robbery Friday
0
night. . ·
Tampa Police report the
~Hillsborough County
Police saiq Anthony
third suspect . in
the
Sheriffs Office spokesman J.
Brandel, 18, and a friend
Middleton High School shoot- D. Callaway said the. victim
· were _w alking on 109th
ing turned himself in Friday
of a drive-by shooting is lucky
. Avenue when they were ·afternoon at the Orient Road
· approached by 12 to 15 Black · Jail.'
to be alive.
' males.
·
·
At 10 a.m. Saturday mornChristopher Lemons, 20,
ing, Tristan L. Green, 29,
The group ailegedly
was charged with aggravated
walked-out of his apartment
demanded : Br;1ndel give
assault with a firearm.
at University Woods Place .
·them his !POD and he told
· Detectives learned during
and into the parking lot. ·
them he didn't have one. The . their il}vestigation, Lemons
- Callaway· said as soon as
group then told Brandel to
carried a handgun onto the . .
Green entered the pa.r king
hand over .whatever he had
campus of Middleton before
lot, a car pulled up and shots
attached to the earphones he
handing it to Ariel Cruz,
_w ere fired, striking Green 5
was wearing. When he
who allegedly fired the shot.
CHRlSTOPHER LEMONS
times.
. refused, he was attacked and
Cruz, was atte.mpting to
TRlSTAN
GREEN
...
turned himself in to police.
Green, who was shot in the
·struck several times. He
shoot Middleton student
head, in both thighs and
managed to escape and call
Octavious Lau~dry;·17.
at . Lau~dr.y: The shot
twice in the abdomen, i.s s:uspect information is being ~ police.
. Police said Cruz, 17, and missed, glancing off the re-report to be in critical but sta- relea·sed at t his time, and
Responding officers caught
Laundry had been involved enforced window of a door to
ble condition at a local hospi- there were people in the parkthe 13-year-old who was flee~
in an earlier altercation. On · .a·classroom.
ing lot area when the shoottal.
ing several blocks away while
Thursday Cruz and at least 3
Cruz was charged in the "T1
r
"'
.
Callaway said no vehicle or ing occurrea..
the other suspects escaped.·
other Black males came onto shooting, and police said a 0
Brandel refuse-d medical
Middleton's campus and fourth suspect is being ~ treatment at the scene, and
Cruz ' allegedly fired one shot sought.
.c
)>
the te'e nager was taken to
CJ)
the ·Juvenile Assessment
m
Center.
z

One Of.Three Women
Identified In Fraud
Scheme Cleared ··.

The Hillsborough County
Sherifrs Office has verified
that one cfr th,ree women iden. tified as ~eing in'volved in a
check/fraud) ;cheme h.as been
· cleared. ·
Detective Nephtali
Sepulveda, Jr . . said ·late · · ,._.._...
·Frida_y one of .the three
women contact~d him .'a nd
said she was one of the
.. women in the photos. .
_,., '
·"we determined she ' had
" n~thing tO do y.rith the .offense
. This wo~~n is not a suSpect
and was just at .one of the - in the connterfeit check fraud
· banks at the sa~e time the ca5e by the ~~er~ffs Office.
offense occurred."
'
.
'
.
.
' The woman cleared ~-a$ the ~ earrings; and her hair . is
·one appearing in the';" third · pulled'back into a ponytail.
photograph that appeared m ·
~epulveda said the' other
-.'Friday's publication . She · two women, however, are still
· ap>pears _to have an identifica- suspects and are being sought
tion badge around her neck, . by authorities.
.. . .:

. .-;~~.~ :. -~;::t

.

Deputies Arrest
.-f
Suspected Gang Members r;-mz

The Hillsborough County
Sheriff's
Office · Gang
Suppression Unit s~ept over
, parts of eastern Hillsborough
County early Monday, arrest- ·
ing suspects associated with
street gangs.
.
· .
Deputies said most of those
arrested were in their teens
or early ·20s. Warrants had
been issued for 52 suspects. A
handful were arrested
Sunday, with the rest arrested Monday .between 5 a.m.
an·d 8 a .m. in raids in Plant
City, Ruskin, Seffner·and Sun.
City Center.
.
· ·
"There is 3, 5,9,12nothing
Some warrants were served ·
permanent 15, 16,18, 23, except with . no · problems, bu't
25, 31, 32,35 change."
deputies said apprehending
one suspect was more diffi-

·. .•;._ . ..

·-_ _Man ·Charged With
~.·car _ T~~ft., . T~~9V~-i.ng ,
....

Bric;k'.At
·Gi.r lfriend ~
'
o

<

o

• •

I

j

.

On Thursday, Tampa Police .. r.--~.....:........,.~~~.:.,....L---,;
arresteq 'Jean D. Alexis, 3'4, .'
charging' him · w~th carjacking. , . . · -':-.~ -'··:......./·
~ According .t_o~_P.<.>li~e, Alexis ..
and the carjacking 'victim'
vyere dating and got into an
argument.
'·
Police · teport Alexis
allegedly threw a brick at
the victim's vehicle ~hile
was inside. Later, Alexis
located . the victim on North
. ·· .
·Lantana Avenue ·and bat- · He was ~rested and charged
. ~ tered her, taking her keys with carjacking, throwing a
and taking her vehicle with- deadly missile, carrying
out her permission. .
. counterfeit identification,
The vehicle was found . battery and giving false
abandoned and Alexis was . name to a law enforcement
found a short distance_away. o~c~r.
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·. JEFFREY DOORVALE 1-"i:·

·rii::u

-( .

••• on~ of several suspected -f .
gang members rounded up c
m
CJ)
Monday by deputies. ·

c -

' ".1lt.

1

~

. Jeffrey Lynn Doorvale, )>
z
Jr., 18, proved more challeng- c
ing :w.l,_en a team of 6 gang
unit members banged on the
· door of an address where
Doorvale _was believed .to be
:Iiv~ng. They later ·round out
the residents had just moved
..:; in afid had JlO idea who
·•Y/· . Doorvale w,as:·,
· ··
<
The team ~then went to
.. Doorvale's mother's .home
and he wasn't there either.
They later got information he
was living in a trailer at Palm
Grove Mobile Park and
.caugn~ him therei
.
·
, A juvenile stayin g wit'h
Doorvale anq four others
.·
.{ were Ill so arrested.
·
· Do.o rvale was charged with
possession and sale of crack
cocaine. When he was arrested, deputies said they found a
packet' of crack cocaine worth
about $1,000 and cash.
~eputies said Doorvale is
an associate of the Sur 13
gang;
. '.
Most O'f those arrested
Monday were suspecte.d Inembers or associates of that
gang, the Latin Kings, Latin :a
Life, Westside Gang, Kuntl'y ~
Boyz, and t · he Mexican m
. I\)
Mafia.
w
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Classifie:d:s
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
FOR HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FOR HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
(General Jurisdiction Division)

· CIRCUIT CIVIL NO. 06-8187
DIVISION I
CARROLLWOOD GABLES
CONDOMINIUM
ASSOCIATION, INC., a
Florida Corporation .
not for profit
·
Plaintiff
•VS.·

FRED C. MONTJOY,
the UNKNOWN SPOUSE
OF FRED C. MONTJOY, ·
PREMIUM ASSET
RECOVERY CORPORATION,
FIRST COMMUNITY
INSURANCE COMPANY And
UNKNOWN TENANTS
.Defendant(s)
NOTICE OF SALE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that pursuant to the Order or
Final Judgment entered in this
cause, in the Circuit Court
· of Hillsborough County,
Florida, the following property
described as:
Unit 12291, Building ·2,
CARROLLWOOD CABLES, .
· a Condominium, according
to the plat thereof recorded
. in Condominium Plat Book
16, Page 64, and being
further described · in that
certain · Declaration
of
Condominium recorded in
O.R. Book 8576, Pages
--+- 'J'm'
ou..:7 ' through 658, inclusive,
of the Public Records ' of
Hillsborough
County•.
Florida

CASE NO.: 05-10826 (E)

•VS.•

YOUR PLACE LLC.; OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE
INSURANCE COMPANY and UNKNOWN PERSONS
IN POSSESSION at 802 East Laurel Street, Tampa, Florida
· Defendants ·
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN pursuant to· a Final Judgment of
Foreclosure dated March 9, 2006 and further by Court order, entered
in Case No. 05-10826 (E) of the Circuit Court of the Thirteenth
Judicial Circuit in and for Hillsborough County, Florida, wherein
BRITTON CAPITAL, INC.; ARONELL, LLC.; JONATHAN and
CAROLYN SHAPIR, as Tenants by the entireties; PHILLIP and
ECATERINA TRAUB ; PETER GOMEZ; CHARLES FLAXMAN
IRREVOCABLE TRUST; JOHN and TONYA GOMEZ, as assignees
of CITY FIRST MORTGAGE CORP., are the Plaintiffs and YOUR
PLACE, LLC.; OLD REPUB-LIC NATIONAL ·TITLE INSURANCE
COMPANY and UNKNOWN PERSONS IN POSSESSION at
802 East Laurel Street, Tampa, Florida, are the Defendants,
I will sell to the highest and best bidder for cash at the second floor,
· in the jury auditorium Room 201/202, of the Hillsborough County
Courthouse, 800 E. Twiggs Street, Tampa, FL 33602, at 2:00 P.M.
on the 27th day of June, 2007, the following described property as
set forth in said Final Judgment, to wit:

Lots 3 and 4, Block 23, less right of way. and together
with beginning at Northeast corner of Lot 4, Block .23,·
run 89°, East along North boundary 2.50 feet thence
Southeasterly along arc of a curve to the left 114.39
feet radius 4631.66 feet lying Westerly of a chord
whose length is 114.38 feet and bearing South,1°,
East to a point thence South 1°, East 4.70 feet to a
point thence North 40o., West 8.88 feet to a point on

By: /s/ SANDRA GLENNON
. DEPUTY CLERK
.
•• .

'·

. .....
'

,I,

Minority Business Enterprises are encouraged to-participate in this
procurement opportunity.

NEW WAGE SCALE
CNA'S
.. Starting Pay · ·
·~

7-3 $10.00 $11 .00
..3- 11 . $11 .00-$12.00
Great Benefits, 401 k
. R~ise In April ·

· A 8 Dick
1 & 2 Color
Experienced
. Preferred .
Full Ttme Position

Lot 1, .less road right of way, Block 9· Emery &
Simmons Addition. to Tampa, according to t.he map or
plat thereof as recorded in Plat Book Q, Page 596,
Public Records of Hillsborough County, Florida
(Folio #193069-0000).

Pleasant, _Courteous·
Work Environment · ··
LTC Experience Required

Apply In Person·

The East 46 feet of Lot 2, Block 9, EMERY &
SIMMONS ADDITION TO TAMPA, according to the
plat thereof, as recorded in Plat Book Q, Page 596, of
the Public Records of Hillsborough County, Florida
(Folio #193071-0000).

Apply In Person ·
Delta Health Care
. 1818 .E. Fletcher

· 5205 N. Lois Avenue
Tampa; FL 33614 .

.
ANY PERSON CLAIMING AN INTEREST IN THE '.
SURPLUS FROM THE -SALE, IF ANY, OTHER THAN
THE PROPERTY OWNER AS OF THE DATE OF THE
LIS PENDENS MUST FILE A CLAIM Wl'fHIN 60 DAYS
AFTER THE SALE.

Outside Sales Position Commission Only
.

"In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act,
persons needing a special accommodation to participate in this
hearing, should contact A.D.A Coordinator not later than 1 (one)
day prior to the proceeding at. (813) 272-7040 or VIA Florida
Relay Service at 1-800-955-8770."
.

..

Dated this 14th Day of May, 2007.
PAT COLLIER FRANK
AS CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT
Hillsborough County, Florida
By: /s/ SANDRA GLENNON
DEPUTY CLERK

of

PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT
Hillsborough County, Florida

Organizations must have Adobe Acrobat Reader to view
and print the solicitation documents. Adobe Acrobat Reader maybe
obtained, free of charge, at the following website:
http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobaVreadstep.html. ·

PRESS
OPERATOR
NEEDED

feet to_p9int of beginning in Mobley's Subdivision as
per map or plat thereof, recorded in Plat Book Q,
Page 539, Public records of Hillsborough County,
Florida, · all lying and beign in Section 13, Township
29 South, Range 18 East. (Folio #193026.0000).

NOTICE

Day

'
..
Organizations interested in participating in this procurement
opportunity may view and download the subject solicitation from the .
Florida Department of Management Services Vendor Bid System.
To view the solicitation, go to www.myflorida .corr and click on
BUSINESS. Click on "Doing Business with the State". Under .the
"Everything for Vendors and Customers" heading, clic~ on ."Vendor
Bid $ystem". Click on "Search Advertisements".- Under the
"Agency" search field, select the "Department ofEnvironmental
Protection" and click on "Initiate Search". Select 2007081C. This
will bring up the advertisement' detail. Scroll to the bottom of the
page and click on "Click here to view more related documents".

LEGAL DESCRIPTION

ANY PERSON CLAIMING
AN INTEREST .IN _ THE
SURPLUS FRQ_M THE SALE,
IF ANY, OTHER THAN THE
PROPERTY OWNER ·AS
OF TH E DATE OF THE LIS
PENDENS MUST FILE A
CLAIM WITHIN 60 DAYS
AFTER THE SALE . .

Dated this · llit
May. 2007.

Sealed proposals will be received by the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection, .Procurement Section, Mail Station #93,
3800 Commonwealth Boulevard, Carr Building, Room 235,
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000, until 2:30·P.M. ET on Thursday,
· June 28, 2007, for the Identification of Vessel Usage Patterns on
Southeast Florida Reefs.
·

BRITTON CAPITAL, INC., ET AL.,
Plaintiffs

Will be sold at public sale, to .
the highest bidder for cash, on
the second floor of the George
E. Edgecomb· Building, Room
201/202, located at 800 E.
· Twiggs Street, Tampa, FL
33602, at 2:00 P.M. on
June 29. 2007.

"If you are a person with a
disability who needs any
accommodation in order to
participate in this proceeding,
you are entitled, at no cost
to you to the provision of
certain assistance. Please
contact the Clerk of the Circuit
· Court , Circuit Civil Division,
Room · 530, Hillsborough
.. County Courthouse , 800
Twiggs Street, Tampa, F L
33602. Telephone No. (813)
276-8100 ext. 4365 within two
(2) working days of your receipt
of this document; if you
are hearing impaired or voice
impaired, call 180-955-8771 .

STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
REQUEST FOR STATEMENTS OF QUALIFICATIONS
FOR SURVEYING & MAPPING SERVICES

.

Experience wqrking directly with the public. Very·important to
be exact and highly accurate in performing this job.· Able to
work with little or no supervision, work well with others and .
provide personal assistant. Ability· to correctly complete all
medical .record release forms pertaining to measurements of
orthopedic shoes and a new line of Arthritic products. Answer
questions regarding the company, describe merchandise to ·
customer, and ·assist customer with making selections of
products. One ,sale is equal to $125 an h.o ur. Must have
reliable transportation.

.
· Call1.866. 425.0007
Or Fax Resume To 1.866.425.0007

FOR ALL YOUR CLASSIFIED-NEEDS .....
CALL LaVORA@ (813) 248-1921
FAX YOUR ADS 24/7 TO: (813) 248-9218 Or Email ledwards@flsentinel.com
.
.
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WE ACCEPT MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS AND DEBIT CARD PAYMENT -V iA PI:-IONE
,
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND
FOR HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA
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Case No.: 070009680
' DIVISION E
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TO: Marie Semie Veroet
Saint Loran No# 02
Leogane~ Haiti W.l.

2 Hours In Morning
2 Hours lri Evening
$8.00 Per Hour
Female Preferred ·
.7 Days Per Week
Call 813-236-4816

.

.

.

NOTICE TO PERSONS WITH·
DISABil-ITIES. If you are
a person with a disability who
needs any accommodation in
ord'e r to · participate in
this proceeding, you . are
entitled· at no cost to yo1,.1, to
the provision of certain
assistance. Please contact
the Court- Administrator's
A.D.A.
Coordinator,
(813) 272-7040, 800 ·e: Twiggs .
St., Room 600, Tampa, FL
33602, within 2 working days
of your receipt of this notice.
If you are hearing or voice
impaired call 1-800-955-87_71 .
Dated June 8, 2007.
PAT FRANK .
CLERK OF THE
. CIRCUIT COURT

'/.

""

By: /s/ MARIA ROMA PEREZ
DEPUTY 'CLERK

•

New/Resale Home.s
From $134,900
. 3 Bedrooms/2 Bath ·
. · Block Homes
Low Or No Down Payment
· · Several Locations ·
Tampa - St. Pete ·
Lakeland
· Headley Williams
. Hutton Realty ·~!.1 •
(813) 404-8622 : .

a.:

Grant Park Area
3417 North 53rd Street

Seminole Heights Area

(813) 477-6447

Call (813) 767-3185

HUD HOMES!

Belmont Heights Area

Sulphur Springs
8215 9th Street North ·

413- $199/Monthly!

3 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
- CHA, Large Yard
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up
Section 8 Accepted
$1,100/Monthly

4/2 - Available Immediately
Large Yard, C~A
$1 : 100/Montt:tly
Section 8 O'k _.

Call (813) 215-1951

(813) 968-1168

Never RentAgain!

3706 N. 55th Street

Buy 3 B~droom - $14,000!

House For Rent
. 2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, Fenced Yard ..
$850.00/Monthly
7 Deposit

5% Down
20 Years- 8%
For Listings
800-366-9783 X S748
Stop Renting
No Money Down
3 And 4 Bedroom Homes
Easy Qualify·
Learn How To Invest
In Real Estate
No Money Down
Get Approved Today

/

Seminole Heights
Lease Option
5k Down
3 Bedroom Block Home ""'"
. $1,200.00 Monthly .. .
·christina (813) 389-1847
Many More Available ·
. Sulphur Springs Area .
2 Bedroom/11/2 Bath ·
Townhouse For Lease
Gated pommunity ·
·.. A Low $720.00 .Section 8 Welcome
Security Deposit $350.00 ·

Call (813) 740~384

·A) 4/2 & 1/1 · · ~
W/Large Iii Ground Pool
·
EZ Finance 1 '
B) Or 4/2 With- Garage
.-~ ·.. Built In 2001 _ ·
. C) Temple Terrace ·
3/2 With Garage · ·:
Screened Lanai ,
. Lease Option With · ,
· D~wn Payment

.
Call (813) 630-9827

1, 2, 3 & 4 Bedroom
· · Homes Available
Locations All Over Tampa
Low Security Deposits ·
CALL 813-:600-5090
WI/-.JIN.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM

· 4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
CHA,· WID Hook-up · .
Fenced Big Backyard '
$1,050.00/Month ly
$1,050.00/Deposit

.

(813)·932-4351 .

Section 8 Accepted
Low Deposit!
3 Bedrooms71 Bath .
Call
813-936-5516 Ext. 210

5 Bedroom - $56,000!
HUD Homes
Available Now!

· Call (813)-621-5410
Or (561) 584-1288

For Listings
800-366-9183 Ext. 5649

Progress. Vill~ge
Yb~

3 Bedrooms/1 Bathroom
Ad A Den, CB, CHA " '
Washer/Dryer Hookup ·
, Fenced Yard, Pets Okay
$950.00/Monthly '
$0 Deposit ·
Won't Last Long
Call (813) 930-6750
Available Now
3914.Deleuil

.

Spacious 3/1
Large Living/Dining
&_Family Room
With Inside Utility
. $975.00/Monthly ·
$600.00/Deposit
. .(813) 5~9-0842
Progress Village Area
· 8315 Allamanda Avenue

• 3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
A/C Fenced, Carport,
Washer/Dryer Hookup
Immediate Occupancy
$700.00/Deposit . · '
. $900.00/Monthly
SectionS
.. Preferred

~

-....

"

~

(813) 451-9624

Excellent Corner Location
This Little.Oid Rouse Ha~-,
Charm_Pius 2 Bedrooms
And 1.Bath, Comes With ·
Stove, Refrigerator, A/C, ·
Also, Included is The
Electric And Water ~or Only
$775.00 Per Month
•

.,.

•

6

Drive By. Info Listed At
341!rE. 11th Avenue
Seminole Heights Home
. . ."·~ .. 2/1 .- Fenced Backyard, Laminate Floors
- New A/C, WID
- ·.· $850.00/Monthly_
$400.00/Security
· -1 st + Last .+ Security
.{

Section 8
1st+ Security'
Call Riaan
(813) 972-7733

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 - 1-20 WORDS And 50¢ FOR EACH
ADDITONAL WORD OVER 20 THIS PRICE IS
EACH TIME YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD

""

·' PUBLICATION DEADLINES;
Tt:Jesday Edition · Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
)

...

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Fenced, .WDH Carpor:t + Utility Room' ·
· $1,10o.oo Monthly ·
$1 ,100.00 Deposit
Section 8 Accepted ,,

Call Ed
(727) 542-7283

10116 North 10th Street

'

FOR OVER 62 YEARS

4 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Large Yard, WDH
$900.oo Monthly
$600.00 Deposit

(813) 389-1847
Christina

$25.00 Application Fee' . ' . .
ODown
All Credit Welcomell
1ST Time BuyeP Programs

THE VOICE OF OUR COMMUNITY

- ~

3 And 4 Bedroom
Homes Available ·
From $100,000-$250,000
Zero Down
All Closing Cost Paid
Little Or No Credit Required

•

.
For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext. H489

_(!)

w

r

5 Bedroom Home
$56,000!
Only $445/Monthly!
· 5% Down - 2o Years
; At S% APR

N

I

(813) 949-3482

BANK FORECLOSURE!

THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL BULLETIN

m

Call 813-220-3633

5/1 - $445/Monthly!

,.

WARNING : Rule 12.285,
Florida FamHy Law Rules of
Procedure, requires certain
automatic disclosure of
documents and information.
· allure to comply can result
in sanctions, including
dismissal · or striking of
pleadings.

Large New 4/2 Home
Concrete Block, Fenced,
Alarm, CHA, WDH, DW
No Pets .
Section 8 Only'

Tampa - Brandon Areas

Work From Home
YOU ARE NOTIFIED that
an action· has been filed against ·
Interviewing
motiv,ated
you and that you are required
persons to generate leads
to serve a copy of your
for · a medical supply
written defenses, if any, to .it
company on commission
on Christian Fleury, whose
address is 3006 East 13th
based pay. Each lead is
Street, Tampa, FL 33605 on
equal to $25 an hour. Must
or before July 16, 2007, and file
be able to describe products
the original with the clerk of this
and
benefits to a targeted
Court at 800 East Twiggs
clientele. Can prove to be
Street. #101. Tampa. FL
very lucrative for the right
33602; before service on
Petitioner or immediately . person . Applicant must be
thereafter. If you fail to do so,
able to work with little or
a default may be entered
no supervision.
against you for.. the relief
deman~ed in the petition.
Call 1.866.425.0006
Fax Resume
Copies
of
al.l . court
To 1.866.425.0007
documents in this case,
including
orders,
are
available at the Clerk Of the
Circuit Court's office.·. You
m_ay review ·these documents
· upon request
You must keep the Clerk of ·
the· Circuit Court's ·office ~
notified of your current
address, (You may file Notice
of Current Address, Florida
Supreme Court Approved
Family Law Form 12.915.)
Future papers , in this lawsuit
will be' mailed' to th~ address
on record at the clerk's office."

4 Bedrooms/1 X Bath
$1,250.00/Monthly .
Section 8 OK· ·

Irvin (813) 965-5413

Nurses Aide Needed

NOTICE OF ACTION FOR
DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE

East Tampa

Your Job Is Your Credit
Low Down Payment
Lease 2 Purchase

Call (813) 935-2882

Christian Fleury ·
Petitioner
And
Marie Semie Vernet
Respondent

USF/Fairground Area

HOME OWNERSHIP

Experienced, Licensed
Stylist Wanted For
Professional Salon
Centrally Located Booth
Rental Or Commission

Friday ~dition Tuesday@ 3:00P.M.
Fax Your_Ads 24 HRS.T~ (813) 248-9218
Or Email ledwards@flsentlnel.com '
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1610 Easth 19th Avenue
Tampa Home For Rent
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Section 8 Welcome
Call (813) 495-7990

Section 8
Tenant Wanted
2- Homes For Rent West
Tampa

906 East 23rd Avenue

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Remodeled
Rent Negotiable
. $850.00/Deposit

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

(813) 610-8256

Garage
Section 8 Accepted

Egypt Lake

Call (813) 506-4394

Nice Family Home
Available Now

3 Bedrooms/1 Bathroom
1 Car Detached Garage
CHA, 'Washer/Dryer Hookup
%Acre Yard That Is Fenced
Pets Okay
$1 ,350.00/Monthly
$0 Deposit

(813) 960-4203
Leave Message

Won't Last Long
Call (813) 930-6750

Section 8 Tenant Wanted

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

8415 North 18th Street
Home For Rent
Section 8 Welcome
For More
Information Call
Hearken Properties, LLC .
813-766-7540 '
305 E. Althea Avenue
5 Bedrooms/2 Baths
CHA, W/D Hook~up
Fenced Big Backyard
$1 ,250.00/Monthly ·
$1,050.00/Deposit
(813) 932-4351
$277/Monthly!

4 Bedroom/3 Bath
· Foreclosures!
5% Down
20 Years@ 8% APR
For Listings .
800-366-9783 Ext. R592
Grant Park Area
3417-'North 53rd Street
4 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Large Yard.' WDH _.
$900.00 Monthly
$600.00 Deposit
· Call (81J) 767-3185
North Tampa
2 Bedrooms/1 Bathroom
Washer/Dryer Hookup,
CHA, Large F enced Yard
· Pets OK
$850.00/Monthly
$0 Deposit
Won't Last Long
. Call (813) 930-6750

1 & 2 Bedrooms Available
University Area
Low Security Deposits
Call 813-600-5090
\NININ.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$6_50.00/Monthly ·
813-971-0341
Section 8 &
Senior Citizens
Move In SPECIAL!
$ 0 Security Deposit

Tampa Heights
Apartment

.

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath ·
. Water/Sewageffrash
$850.00/Monthly
813-289-0090
Advanced Property
Management, Inc.
Rivertree Landing Apts.
813-983-8362
One & Two Bedrooms
Available
Some With River View
$399.00 Move in Special

Attention .
Section 8 Tenants
3 Bedroom Apartments
CHA, W/D Hookup,
Private Parking
Move In Now!!!
Call Today!
(013) -546-7782
Only A Few Left
USF Area

$720.00/Month (Includes
Water, Sewer, Garbage) .

Studios
$425.00/Monthly

2 Bedrooms + 2 Baths, W/0

Lofts
$505.00/Monthly
Immediate Occupancy
CALL 813-977-3401

Hookup, Microwave
Dishwasher. CHA
13113 Leisurewood Place
.(Behind University Mall)
Call Marian
(813) 832-9557

\NININ.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM

Apartment
Seminole Heights
Seniors 62+
Now Accepting
Applications For:
1& 2 Bedfoom Apartments
Controlled Access, Libra,Y
And Community Room
With Activities
Beautiful Landscaped
Community
Special Accessibility For
Hearing and Sight
Impaired
Well Served By Public
Transportation
Income Restricted
Leasing Office @
. 202 E. Broad Street
The Oaks at Riverview
(813) 231-7700
Oaksatriverview@verizon.net

1750 E. Mulberry Drive

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath Duplex
Tile Floors, Large Yard
W/D Hook-Up

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Duplex
$750.00/Monthfy
+Deposit

(813) 230-8968
Call (813) 980-1229

Se Habla Espanol
Move In Special
For Sectio.-, 8 Clients
Snow Sun Villas
12301 N. 11th Street

Section 8 Perferred

2 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Located In Brandon
Close To All Convenience
Private Backyard
2 Car Parking
$825.00 Per Month
Section 8 Welcome
(813) 473-3746 .
USFAREA
SECTION 8 WELCOME!
Newly Renovated
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
· New Appliances
Ceiling Fans
Private Backyard
$599.00/Monthly
FREE Water & Trash!
Low Deposit!!
813-244-7435

HOMES FOR SALE/RENT --~ APARTMENTS
DUPLEXES
·

--------

ROOMS FOR RENT

. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
LEASE OPTIONS, ETC.

ADVERTISE IT IN THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN

2910 East 15th Avenue
·2 Bedroom
Extra Large Duplex
Central A/C, Tile Floors
Indoor Laundry Room
Front Porch, Backyard
$775.00/Per Month
Section 8 And
Senior Citizens Welcome
(813) 986-0830
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6216-A N. 48th Street
2/1 , CHA, WDH
$500. 00/Deposit
$795.00/Rent
Section 8 Welcome

Duplexes
Section 8 ONLY

(813) 626-0331

Large 3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Nice Area, WDH, CHA,
Walk-In Closets
Move-in Special

Tampa Heights Duplex

· Call John
(813) 789-3879

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Large Kitchen
Close To Downtown
$600.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit
Call (813) 224-9.040
Duplex- Busch Area
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
WID Hook~up
Refurbished Kitchen
Section 8 Welcome
Great Deal
Call (813) 261q538
Or (813) 503-0493
DUPLEX
1504 E. 138th Ave.
3/1 , CHA, W/D Hook-up
$795.00/Month ·
$500/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted
Ron (813) 920-1085

(813) 69b-6664
l:;)uplexes
8603 And 8605 N: 15th St
3 Bedrooms/2 Bath
New Paint/Tile
3 Units
Available Now
$1,200 Moves You in!

6213-A N. 47th Street
2/1 , CHA, WDH
$40.00 Non-Refundable
Background Check
$500.00/Deposit
$775.00/Rent
Section 8 Welcome
(813) 626-0331_
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Duplex
8213 North Marks
Very Nice, Spacious,
Quiet Property
Section 8 Only
$0 Deposit ·
Please Call
. (813) 264-9660
· G_isela .
Duplex Apartment ..
2102.-A W. Beach Str -ln Redeveloping
West Tampa

Grant Park
3413-B 53rd Street
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Washer/Dryer Provided .
Security Bars, Fans ·
$725.00 /Month ·
$725.00 Deposit
Call

813~505-7266

USF Area DUP,~~x
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
New Tile & Paint
New Appliances
$600.QO/Monthly
+ Security Deposit
Section 8 Qk'

2 Bedroomst1 Bath
Very Nice, Quiet, WDH,
Newly Remodeled, Quiet
Nice Neighbors
Utilities Included
CrediUBackground Check
$750.00/Monthfy
$700.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome
(813) 971 -5107
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2 Bedrooms/1. Bath
· Apartment - With
Central Station Alarm
Tile In Bath And.Kitchen
·New Oak Cabinets
$600.00 Per Month
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(813) 238-6353
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813-766-7540

(813) 263-6460

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENTS -- EMPLOYMENT
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Efficiencies
Large Living Room, Cable,
Lights, And Water Included
. $225.00 Weekly
$200.00 Deposit ·

;u

c

~

Phone (813) 915-9406
2928 N.'18th Street
Room For Rent
55 Years And
Older Preferred
$120.00/Weekly
$120.00/Deposit ·
Call (813) 231-2023
· East Tampa
2 Rooms For Rent
1 Furnishec;l/1 Unfurnished
No Drugs, Utilities Included,
Washer/Dryer Kitchen,
Living Room Access
Near Busline
$500 Down/$500 Month
Per Room
813-416-1184
Or 954-559-2232

FAX YOUR ADS 24/7 TO: (813) 248-9218 .
Or Email ledwards@flsentinel.com
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Room For Rent

2409 19th Avenue

$125.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges
Call (813) 802-4930

Rooms For Rent
Retired Or Older
Working Person

:J
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(813) 247-4334
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Rooms For Rent
Nice And Clean
CHA, Drug Free
$125.00/Weekly
$125.00/Deposit
Call (813) 624-8540

4(

5709 East 30th Street
Fully Remodeled Rooms For Rent
· $120.00- Weekly
Call Tyrone
1-800-890-7639

Large Furnished Room
For Rent
$110.00-$140.00 Per Week
Deposit/Security
+ 1 Week Rent

Room For Rent
$130.00~ $175.00/Weekly

Phone (813) 236-4816

Private Bathroom
House Privileges
No Drugs
Non-Smoker ·

Christian Person Has
Rooms For Rent

m
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Call (813) 545-913~

-

Lar.ge Rooms

Large Rooms For Rent
Starting At $75.00 Per Week
All Rooms Include Water,
G~rbage, And Maintenance
·Won't Last Long . .
Call Today (813) 930-6'750
Clair Mel Area ·
, Room For Rent
$130.00- $175.00/Weekly
Private Bathroom
· Shared Kitchen·
& Living Room
No Drugs - Non-Smoker

-

Call (813) 247-4724

$11 0.00/Rent
$11 0.00/Deposit
No Drugs Or
Illegal Activities Allowed
Call Mike
(813) 770-2266 ·

IM #· ii'· '''I
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Tarpley's AJC
(813) 238-7884
Cell (813) 541-5010

$400.00/Monthly .
$200.00/Deposit
(Negotiable) .
Call (813) 349-6565
Or (813) 223-6420

m

•w

Lie# CAC 1815130

-~

Cost

Profit

$5.00

$2.50

$10.00

$5.00

$15.00

$150

'$20.00

$10.00

$25.00

$12.50

$50.00

·$25.00

$1.00.00

$50.00

$200.00

$100.00

$5001 Police Impounds!
Hondas, Chevys
Acuras, Toyotas, Etc.
From $500!

Karaoke On D.emand
Music.For All Occasions
Weddings, Parties,
Graduations, Banquets .
Call Bobbie
(813) 843-8867
Email bobbieemerald@ij.net
bobbieemerald@hotmail.com
(Karaoke Also Available)

DNA Paternity Testing
Legal or_personal testing
available . . Results in just
3 DAYS. No Collection Fees
in Tampa. NO BLOOD!
Payment options available
http: //dna testing solutions. com

DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000

220l21st Ave. • Tampa, Fl33Q05
~ [8131 248-1921
Are You Looking For A
Professional Dress Maker?

ARPET CARE

I

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning
1 -3 Rooms
· ONLY- $24.95 .
No Hidden -CHARGES!
Call (813) 626-7303
(813) 325-4330 Cell

Sunrise Carpet Cleaning
. Any 3 Rooms- $45.00
Upholstery (3 Pc) $85.00
I

One Hour Dry Time

*Bridal Parties
_ . * pr~m Dress~s
*Home Coming Dresses
*Minister & Church Robes
*Alterations
You Design'ftWe Make It · ·
& Much More
Call Speed .
(813) 988-4575

(813) 380-3837 Office

For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext. 3695

FOR ALL YOUR CLASSIFIED NEEDS.....
CALL LaVORA @ (813) 248-1921
. FAX YOUR ADS 24n TO: (813) 248-9218
. Or Email ledwards@flsentinel.com

I
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• Find You ACorner And Make Quick
Monev In ACouple 01 Hours!

Sales & Service
New & Used A/C
Prices Starting At $250.00

Call (813) 545-9139
Rooms For Rent
711 E. James Street

813-980-9070 .

Ybor Heights

:J
11.
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813-973-1080
www. thesunandfuncruises.com

Call (813) 784-0508

(813) 927-2878
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CALL GLORIA FOR
GREAT RATES !II!!

Adults & Children
Cleanings, Fillings
Extractions

:::i

w

For Listings
800-366-9813 Ext. 9398

For Listings
800-366-9813 Ext. K456

Rooms For Rent
Males Preferred
$500.00 Per Month
Includes Electric And Water

::J:

c

Cars From $29/Monthly!
36 Months
@ 8.5%APR
.Police Impounds

FREE DENTAL

Fully Furnished Large
Room
$125.00 Weekly
$110.00 Deposit
Cable Access
Utilities Included

~

Police Impounds
And Repos
Available Now!
Cars Trucks And SUVs

MAKE YOUR NEXT
VACATION OR .
FAMILY
.
CELEBRATION
A CRUISE

3104 E. MLK Blvd.

Nice Quiet Room
Nice Area
Utilities Included
Kitchen Privileges
Males 50 Years
& Older Preferred
$145.00 Per Week/Up

w
>
w

$0 Down!

(813) 965-5931

w

....

97' Pontiac Grand Am
$450!

$100.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges

~
cU)

:J

Furnished - Privacy
Deluxe 1 Bedroom Efficiency
With A/C
Single Male Preferred
Weekly - Bi-weekly
(Advance Rent)

CRUISE

Room For Rent

Call (813) 285-8147
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AUTOMOBILE

1.

N

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WE ACCEPT
MASTERCARD VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS
AND DEBIT CARD PAYMENT VIA PHONE

We Will Convert
Your Personal
Top Notch
Computer Service

Raise Your Credit Score

- Repairs, Upgrades,
Virus Control And More
"Service You Can Trust"

Lowest Rates

Cassette Tapes To CO's
$5.00 Each .

For More Information

Same Day Service

Call Tony (813) 695-7813

Call (813) 500-4198

In 45-60 Days

VHS Tapes To DVD
$10.00 Each

Call (813) 285-4674 .
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POWER-ONE
ELECTRICAL SERVICES

*
*
*
*
*
*

All Your Electrical Needs
Free Estimates
Lighting
Wiring
Circuit Breakers
Convenient Service

Mr. Jay's Handyman
& Moving Service

Charter School
Is Looking To Build Facility
In East Tampa

No Job Too Small
Cheapest In Town
Free Estimates
Pressure Washing
Tile, Concrete
Moving Service Etc.

Call If You Are Aware Oof
Any Vacant Properties
(813) 234-3181

(813) 504-8519

Red And White Liniments,
Vitamins, Aloe Juice,
Salves, Various Gourmet
Spices, And Much More!

Lie #470392

Avoid Foreclosure

Real Estate Investors
"Buy Homes From
SELLERS IN
FINANCIAL
TROUBLE" ...:-.· ·
.
/

Behind On Payments?
Save Your Credit!
-·

We Can Help
Call Today
(813) 728-4182

Never Rent Again!
Buy 3 Bedrooms $14,000!
5 Bedrooms $56,000!
HUD Homes
. Available. Now!
For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext. 5490 · · ·

WE BUY JUNK CARS
AND TRUCKS

Get Approved Today! .
813-936-5516 Ext 209

CALLJ.R.
(813) 966-3501

Call Penny
(813) 621-0163

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$

·(813)

227-9~40

, We Buy_House:o _· __ .
The Good, The Bad
: . -- ~The _
Ugly · .
STOP FORECLOSURES!
- You Keep Your Home
_, Estate _Sales & .
, _Lease Options
Can·us Today! .
Homeowner Consultant
~ . . 813-245~2580
- 813-630-9008

GET NOTICED ·

Place Your Ad In
Th~ Business
.. Directory Contact
LaVora For More
Information ·@
(813) 248-1921
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
WE ACCEPT VISA
_MASTERCARD~

. AMERICAN I;XPRESS ..
AND DEBIT CARD
PAYMENT VIA-PHONE
' . ' .
-~·.

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House
Ready To Sell Promptly

Micros Short Hair
$65
Micros Long Hair
$85
Body Plaits
$95
Corn Rows
$10~$45
Weaves
$45 $65Call For Appointment
(813) 567-142~

Party Hall For Rental
For Quince & Other
Occasions.
Good Rates & Location
(813) 229-3922 Evenings

·_ . We Pick Up Any
Junk Metal For FREE!

If Your Well
Runs Dry
Call Dave's Well Drilling
& Pump Service
Reasonable Prices At
(813) 986-0125
Ask For Dave

Phone (813) 695-2438

~

•

... •. .

Need Your Sisterlocks
Re-tightened?
Don't Take PTO
Just To Get Your
Hair Done Anymore!
· Call Debbie 813-349-8920
Late Appointments Available

For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles .
Running Or Not

..

Experienced, Licensed
Stylist Wanted For
Professional Salon
Centrally Located Booth
Rental Or Commission
Call (813) 935-2882

Call Floyd
813-727-6728

. .we Pay Cash!
We Will Come To You

We Buy Forclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

Bubba's BBQ
915 East Grant Avenue
(813) 270-5276
Grand Opening
Catering Available
Dinner Plate Special $2.99
Rib Sandwiches ·· $3.99

Sage Properties
Gro~p, LLC

Wanted Dead Or Alive
Unwanted Cars
And Trucks.

.Phone (813) 385-771 _
3

See ·our Full Page Ad In .
The Florida Sentinel.

.,,_

We Will Buy Your
Jurik Cars, Trucks
And Vans

~

..,

~

"We Do Best For Less"
MAC DADDY ·
. Lawn Service
Hauling And Clean-Up
Phone (813) 245-9761

HOME REPAIRS
Carpentry, Sheet Rock,
. Doors, Locks, Windows,
Ceiling, Painting, Tile, Room
Addition, Remodeling, etc.
(813) 416-6183 Or
(813) 630-0839
Lie #2170004117

TRYU FIRST
HOME REPAIR

Need Money?
Law Suit Pending
Car Accidents
Wokers Compensation
Slip &Fait
Get Money In 2-3 Days
No Credit Check

HOME IMPROVEMENT ~
DOOR LOCKS
BATHROOfVI.REMODELING
ROOM ADDITIONS
WINDOWS REPLACEMENT
ROOF/SOFFIT ECT.

Call (813) 298-4370 ·
Or (813) 917-55~1

813-643-6594 OR
813-270-2611

Licensed

Llc.f 16714500002
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Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

~

Phone (813) 727-6728
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Landlords/Property
Owners

SALO
No Money Down
Newly Remodeled Homes
With Equity

Don't Be Fooled
"By Others

Lie #022650

"Irvin (813) 965-5413
. For_real_about_realestate_llc@yahoo.com

DON'T LET THOSE ·
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

·-C;

Call Eli (813) 325-4643

Monday - Friday
11 :oo a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Irvin (813)965-5413
For_real_about_realestate_llc@yahoo.com

Call Today
To Buy Or Sell
(813) 248-0669

.We Help With ·.
Financing Too!

Landlords/Property
Owners
Private Investor Has
Immediate Cash
For Your Home Or
~ommercial Building

H And T Masonry
Remodeling,
Sidewalks, Patios,
Carpentry, Drywall,
Ceramic Tile, And Plumbing

WATKINS PRODUCTS
For Over 138 Years

Call Marcus Smalls
(813) 625-6699

I• i·' -149 !·})I) ;1 til

IF 3!11·1'h':t·'Mil ~~

Kina's
Hair Braiding Shop
(813) 359-7065

Private Investor Has
lmmediate CA$H For Your
Home Or Commercial
Building
Irvin (813) 965-5413

WARNING!!!!!
Since running my "3 Days Cash
For Your Home" ad there have
been reports of other copy-cat
real estate investors trying to
manipulate people with empty
offers of quick cash and fast
closings .
There are few
legitimate Tampa companies
that can hono r such offers .
Rehabbers Superstore is the
real deal. Before you lose
any value in your home ask
the investor _to provide
the following:
1) References: · Ask to talk with
people who have recently sold
them their home.
2) Proof ofFunds: Ask them to

prove they have the cash to
close quickly. Many investors
use a "Quick ca·sh - · Fast
Closing" tactic to get you to sign
on the line , then they run
around town trying to . find
' some_one to buy their contract.
3) Occupational License: Are
they legitimate? Ask for a copy
of their occupational. license.
At the Rehabber's Superstore
we have the cash to buy, and
we ean close all deals in 3 days.
More importantly, w e can
provide you with our '
eredentials. See ourfull page ad in
the Florida Sentinel to learn
more, or visit our website at:
Ww\Y.rehabberssuperstore.com

Kinky Twists - $95.00
Corn Rows.- $25.00 & Up

(813) 227-9240
Kenny Rushing
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Dreds- $30.00
Flat Twist- $35.00
Sew Ins- $85.00
Micro's- $99.00 & Up '
LEGAL AOVERTISEMEt<I_T~
EMPLOYMENT .
HOMES FOR SALE/RENT
AP~RTMENTS - DUPLE)(ES
ROOMS FOR RENT
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES,
LEASE OPTIONS, ETC.

ADVERTISE IT IN THE '
FLORIDA SENTINEL

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!
Cash In 3, Da.ys For Your
· Vacant ·.-. Lands, · Lots
Or Acreage.
· See Our Fu ll Page Ad In
The.Florida Sentinel. ·
www.~ehabberssuperstore.com

' (813) 227-9240

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
RATE
.•
$8.00 - 1-20 WORDS And 50¢ FOR EAC~
.
ADDITONAL WORD OVER 20 THIS PRICE IS EACH TIM E
YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD

PUBLICATION.DEADLINES: .
Tuesday Edition Friday @ 3:oo :P.M • .
Friday Edition Tuesday @ -3:00 P;M. ·.
Fax Your Ada 24 HRS.TO (813)'2...-.921& ·
Or Emallledwarda@flsentlnetcom -

·.

!Beautih£l}{ats ·
On sare 1faw111

4412 LURLINE CIRCLE* TAMPA, FL
(813) 325-7368 * marybuffff@yaboo.com

*********

Church Group Discounts

Orient Road Child Care ~·,~\:>
Development Center ~~'·'¢!~'~
5708 Orient Road • 630·1772

d.~-@.'t~=-~~~j

6:30A.M. -·6:30P.M. • Mon.- Fri.
Lie. #593575731
After Schoolers

1 • Pre·k

Breakfast, Lunch & Snacks

HAIR SALON

IRS CONSULTANT

FORMER
IRS A&IIT!!!
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All IRS Matters ·

~
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Over 20 Years Experience
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B. E. Mcintosh, LLO
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Enrolled Agent
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• RRSTTIME HOME BUYERS
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I AetAs
Your Power OfAttomey
And
Will Negotiate For You

• GOOD, BAD OR NO CREDIT

z

DEBT CONSOLIDATION • RERNANCING

;:::
w

• NO APPLICATION FEE
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,1M~ FHAN~ONVENTIONALLOANS

400 E. Dr. MLK Blvd • ste. 103 •Tampa, FL 33603 • E-mail: yolllldalntpaOaol.com
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PEST CONTROL

(/)
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223-6151 (ofc) • {813) 546-3926

Fax: 813-984-8324
E-Mail: ·
macmcintosh@ worldnet.att.net

PODIATRIST

Access Foot Care Office & Home Service

0::

0

00

Fungal Skin Infections/Fungal Nails
·
.
uti Wound Care
00 Heel Pain
Gif Bunions I Hammered Toes
I"''-" Diabetic Shoes I Socks I Orthotics
,,L· Most Insurances Accepted
® Commitment To Excellence

...J

~ Ingrown Nails

u.

Contact Us For Easy, Affordable Access To A Podiatrist:
www.AccessFootCare.com

1-866-435FOOT (866-435-3668)
Town - N -Country • 6101 Webb Road • Suite 309

1SentinelBulletin
AMI.'AA'A"SI\>R~WJ$f%\D·~"I'.l:!J.\"

WE BUY HOUSES

·.· .··,·. . . . ..

· · "The voic~ ~io~~~ :< "·.··
. Speakingfor Itself"
- ~

.

AM£!R!CA"S HJKl\11:$"1 SP.MI· WU:IO.Y

(813) 248-1921
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Facing Foreclosure?
Payments Behind?
Need To Sell Fast?

.

1~;QSentlneiBuiletin
.
.

Sage· Properties Group

<;:all On Floyd to Help
He Will Keep it Real ·
Cash for Your House
Office 813-579-4266 Cell 813-727-6728
Internet- www.SeiiProm tl .com

IF.

''11le Voice
of
Our Contmunitv
Speaking for Itself" .
.

(813)·248-1921

To Advertise In The Business Directory Call Betty or LaVora At 248·1921
DEADLINE FOR PLACING ADS: FRIDAY AT 3 P.M.
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The Law Offices of

WA.RREN
DAWSON.

ATTORNEYS AT LA W
MIAMI - TAMPA

. . CRIMINAL DEFENSE • FAMILY • PERSONAL INJURY
•
•
•
•
•

ATTORNEY AT LAW
· • Personal Injury
• Wrongful Death
• Criminal Law

ALL FELONIES
ALL MISDEMEANORS
DUI
VOP's ·
DRUG CRIMES

•
•
•
•
•

DRIVER'S UCENSE ISSUES
ALL PERSONAL INJURY CASES
DIVORCE
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
MODIFICATIONS

Criminal Defense

Bond Motlon5
Probation Violation•
Drug OITense.•
Fraudlfhert
Homidde/VIolenl Crime
Sex OfTen•..

. CAUl (1111) 454-4181
AVAILA8La 24/7 I COIISULJAftOIIS AVAILABLe

State and Federal .

(813) 272-2200 .

Appeals
. 3.850
3.800

DUIIIIUI '

3111 \11. Dr. M.L KING BLVD. STE. 100, TAMPA, FL 33607

221-1800

.......

WHIDDEN BROWN P.L.

BRYANT A SCRIVEN, ESQ•

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

Serving Hillsborough. Pasco and Hernando County

Free lnforntation Concerning-Qualifications & Experience Available Upon Requtst. The !{iring OfAn
Attorney Is An Important Decision That Should Not Be Based Solely Upon Ad•·enisements. Before You
Decide Ask Us To Send You Free Written lnfoonation.

~;~~:J:JJ~ ~s~~=~ ~~;:;~~~f~C::::~:~;:1:!.7M:~s·~~~~:~e.

ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY

BONDSMAN

• Bond Motions .
. • Felony • Misdemeanors ·
• Traffic • Warrants • VOP
• Personal Injury

.,r- ..

3111 W. MLK Ste.lOOTampa, FL
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(813) 774-1800

.l:'li!C cbuckgreene@botmail.com
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ATTORNEY
1.112.E. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa; FL 33602 ·
info@jjhlaw.net

A.TIOR:\EYS &
COC:\SELORS
AT LAW

JoY.NER & JDRDAN-HOLMES
~ I

~

I

The biring of a lawyer is an important decision and Should not be based u~on ~devertisern~nts.
Bef.ore you decide, ask us to send you free w~tten inf~rma~on about our qualification and experience.

m·
c ·

State & Fed. W. C. Claims
*'certified by Michigan State unovPr..IT\1
* All Job-Related InJuries
* Change Treating Physicians
· * Collect Bacl< Pay
* Hostile Work Environment
* W.C.f Race Discrimination
FREE CONSULTATION!

813.229.9300

PERSONAL .INJURY f .WILLS &.ESTATES
BUSINESS I REAL ESTATE I MEDIATION.
.·.

r;-.

ATTORNEY

I'

•

•

•

(8.1 3) 223-1200 · · _(Exceptfor Pure Title VII CasO:S)
220 E. Madison Street • ·Suite 1207, Tampa, FL 33602

·-

Visit us on-line atJWWW,FOJJDlAW,ORC, (Fonnor U:s. Anny JACC Attomoy)
Th~r
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FREDDIE WltSON.-
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5006_E. Broadway
Cell (813) 300·9107
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John 3:16
•· ~· ~~
For God so loved Ill• world,ltlat H•11•'" ,
his only bsaolten Son, that whosoever
.,...
believeth In him should not ·psilsh, but h...~
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BONDSMAN

BONDSMAN

GEORGE
E
..
SHAW.
, · .·.·. AIL B.QNDS

Charles Russell ·
. BAIL. BONDS ·

Hillsbo~ough

County
(813) 247-5092
'

Courteous
. & Confidential
.; ~·

.Polk County >
328 Dorsett Ave. • (863) 678-0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853
·.
Toll Free 1-877-437-2663 ·

24.Hour ·
Dependable Service
.

I

3414 E. 7th Ave., Tampa

(813) 248·9229
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HOME-BASED
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
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"W1f!llh Fron1 Hon1e,

_,a/th BJJFaith,
Tl Works"
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Presentations Are Every 2nd And
4th Monday Beginning Monday,
June 11th At The Holiday Inn.
Express, S10 Grand Regency Blvd.
Brandon And Every Tuesday, .
Beginning Tuesday, J:une 19th At
2511 W. Columbus Drive
7 P:M.-8:30P.M.
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BONDSMAN
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Free·Your Body!
··'
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Lockley's ·Bail Bonds
Annie M. Lockley - Agent I Owner .
7402 N. 56th Street
Suite 810 •
FL
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Your·Mind Will Follow

Office (81 3) 980-1600
Cell
624-5625
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·call.(813).248-1.92·1·
Ask.For Keith ·

DEBOR\ HOWARD &
· CARROL PIR\NT '

For Additional Information
Call Debora @ 417-6654

To Advertise In The Business Directory Call Betty or LaVora At 248·1921

DEADLINE FOR PLACING ADS: FRIDAY AT 3 P.M.
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SPIRITUAL READINGS

Real Estate Investors

Identify Problems, Discover
Sjtuations And Set Goals That
Will Turn Your Life Around,
Towards God. Candles, Oil,
Sprays Incense, etc. Sold Here

Buy Homes From Sellers
In Financial Trouble
We Help With
Financing.Too!
(813) 965-5413 Irvin

Sister Harvey
(813) 249-1199
(813) 500-0807

S.age Properties
Group, LLC
Need to Sell Your House?
Cash Deals in 3 Days!

Readings By Mrs. Green

~ Problems, Worried
Or Unhappy? I Can And
Will Solve All Problems Of
·Life Immediately~ ' ·
Reunite You Back With The
One You Love -

www.sellpromptly .com
Call Floyd 813-727-6728
Landlords/Property
'
Owners

-

Call For Free Reading
. Toll Free
. 1~88-854-3031
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Private·lnvestor Has
_ Immediate Cash
For Your Home Or
. Commercial Building

Jamaican West Indian
Father Samuel
2121 W. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32804 ..
407 -841-2787·
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Irvin (813)965-5413
For_real_about_realestate_l~yahoo .com

. DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl

c
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Known Around The World
As The Best! If I Can't Help
You, It Can't Be Done.
Cash In 3 Days
Specializing In Court Cases, / ·
~
For Your House
c Jin'x Removal" From The
UJ
See Ou-r Full Page Ad In
w Body,. Restores Health,
· ;:)
Happiness,
· ·.. : Pea~e.
The Florida Sentinel.
Love And Finances.
~
www.rehabberssuperstore.com
w · Remember MWith God All
[ij Things Are Possible".
(813) 227-9240
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The Moment
You Don't Want It
We Dol
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Trash Cleanup, Tree Trimming
A!ld Rernpval, Or Any Other
Haulin9. ch·eapest Rat~s.

Any House
Any Situation
. Any Condition

.~ , No J~b .Too Big Or Small

i

lnduding Furniture Removal

.!I

Call (813) 285-467 4
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~~- ~~_ Houses. ·
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~ :-.! ;Ttle Goo~, The Bad

·

(813) 965-5413
Irvin .
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lfYourWell
Runs Dry

.
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Reasonable Prices At
(813) 986-0125
Ask For Dave

STOP FORECLOSURES(
.· You,KeepYour Home·
Estate Sales &
Lease Options

THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL BULLETIN

Call Us Today! .
Homeowner Consultant
813-245-2580.
813-630-9008 .
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Call Dave's Well Drilling
& Pump Service

THE VOICE
OF OUR COMMUNITY
FOR OVER 62 YEARS

STATE

FAMU Makes A Change·At The
Top Of University Technology
TALLAHASSEE -- met," said Robinson. "We · compu~er-science graduate.
Florida A&M University have several high-priority He has an extensive backCEO Lar~y Robinson items that · must be ground in Enterprise
announced Wednesday the · addressed such as the uni- ·Resource Planning systems,
appointment of Robert varsity's 2008 accreditation · specifically, infrastructure
Seniors as the interi,m vice reaffirmation, year-end buildings, security and trainpresident of Information closeouts,
. technology ing. Seniors previously
Technology (chief informa- · upgrades, and other pa}rroU · served as the second-in-comtion officer). Seniors and human-resource pro- mand at information technolreplaces Larry Henderson, jects.
ogy, helping to manage a
who has served as the uniSeniors, 38, is a F AMU . staff of more than 50.
versity's chief information
officer since January 2006;
he is no longer employed at
the university.
_
"Mr. Seniors will m~ve
into the leadership role
immediateiy to ensure that ·
the university's critical information technology needs are
'~The

Subscribe Today!

Our·

. FAMU Places ..
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.. · $8.00 --1-20 Words And
50¢ ForEachAdditional Word Over 20'
This Price Is Each Time
You publish Your Ad
.

PUBLICATION.DEADLINES:.

-'

Tuesday Edition ---- Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
· Friday f;:di.tion ·: - .- -- Tuesday @f3:00 P.M.
.
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. FAX -YOUR ADS24/7TO: (813) 248-9218 !'

Call: (813) 248~1921

Man's Cage

Coach On Paid
~d~lnlstr.at~a

Leave

The H~rt of East Tampa Front Porch Council, ;r~c"

F AMU rele~sed a · statement Wednesday regarding
the status of head men's bas:
ketball coach · Michael
Gillespie, Sr.
"Coach (Micheal) Gillespie has been placed . on paid
administrative leave until
such time that the pending
criminal charges have been
resolved," ·said F AMU
Athletic Director Nelson
Townsend.
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HlllsbonHigh .
County Greenways
Committee ·
To Meet

The Hillsborough County
Insurance Committee will
meet Tuesday; June 12 at 9
a.m. i:O Conference .Room B
on the 26th Floor of County
Center, 601 E: Kennedy
Bhrd. in downtown Tampa. · ·
For more information,
please contact the Human
Res~ur'ces Department at
276-2724.
. ..
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. ·Saturday, Jun_
e .19r 2007
. · Bring Your Children- : •.. · _·. ·~- , ForA Day ~f .
. ·' _.
Fun And Prtzes
..:' ,:

.
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AT

·
TheCDC .ofTampa Open Air Market · · · ·
Located on the corner of29'h Street and Lake Avenue

, - COME AND JOIN US/ - ,_
Free Snow Cones
Free FoOd
Fr- Books
Raffled l!lize•
~ . (An adult must remain with every child) . . .
'riJI!!.~ For addltlonallnfo~atlon.call: 813-248-8780
:<....

·

' Front"Porch
I

I · O

The Hills,borough County
Greenways Committee will
hold its quarterly:meeting on
Tuesday," June 12 at 7 p.m. at
the Upi>er Tampa Bay Trail~
Channel Park Trailhead,
9201 Waters Ave. ·.
Pri9r to the meeting, begirl- ..
ning at 5:30 p.m., there will
b~ a bike ride to see parts of
the trail for members who
would like to participate.
·For more information, contact Charner Reese, Parks,
Recreation and Conservation
Department at 276-8388.

Insurance ·
Committee
Will Meet

And _ ·

· · . Hillsborough Community College :
Juneteenth Street_Corner Story Hour _,
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SUPPORT THE FLORIDASENTINEL ADVERTISERS

:cLASSIFIED.ADVERTISEMENT RATE

Voice of
Community .· ·Speaking for Itself'
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$10 Gets your Honor Roll
student's photo in the paper on
. Friday, June 29, 2007 ·

Deaali":e:·weanesaayJ June 20 • 3 P.M. ~
1r---------------~---~~
Child's Name
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School
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1. Parents
I Granparents
:
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~- Honor Roll, Hig~ _Hon~r .Roll, • · ' ·

I ·

I Hobbies
I Church
I Phone #
I
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Principal's Honor Roll, Citizenship . , :
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